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Resources Commission to Be For- Tried to Discover Secret of Number of Old line Democrats
Will Declare In Favor
Manufacture of Explosive
med to Advertise New
'
Mexico.
Dunnite.
of It.
Governor William J. Mills returned (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
yesterday noon from Mountainair Washington, D. C, Aug. 7. The
where he delivered a forceful address war department today for the first
Saturday morning on "The Resources time in many years, is perturbed over
of New Mexico." The governor spoke
case of an alleged spy in the army.
for an hour and a quarter at the the
Captain James Watson, the army reChautauqua which was then celebrating "Resources Day." The governor cruiting officer at Indianapolis, Ind.,
seemed to have enjoyed greatly his has advised the department that he
trip to Mountainair and neighboring holds affidavits ' charging Private
,
points.
"We found the ruins at La Cuari of George Peter with being an Austrian
extraordinary interest," said the gov- secret agent' The department is conernor this morning. "These are seven sidering the charges.
miles from Mountainair and are of a
This is the first case to be brought
church built by the Franciscan monks
under the law passed at the last
up
and destroyed by the Indians in their session of
congress to prevent the disgreat uprising in 1680 when they were closure of national defense
secrets.
led by a San Juan Indian called Pope.
the law those proved guilty
Under
and
100
feet
deep
The ruins must be
the massive stone walls of six or sev- - may be fined $1,000 or imprisoned for
en feet thickness, are probably thirty one year. If an attempt is made to
feet high. The roof ds gone, but one communicate any secrets of defense to
can still see enough to see that these a foreign government, the maximum
punishment is imprisonment for ten
remarkable."
ruins are

!"'
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For Revelation of Magnificence and
Size of American Prehistoric
Monuments.

. It was an audience to Insnire
nv
speaker that crowded into the Hall of
Kepresentatives at the Capitol last
evening to hear Dr. Edgar L. Hewett,
uled on Arizona-NeMexico X
the foremost living' authority on tha
X statehood during this "legisla- - X
subject, tell of the Holy Cities of
X lative" day which
exX
permits
Mexico and Central America.
The
X tension of consideration a day X
lecture was illustrated with superb
X or more if necessary.
views
and before and after its delivX
Poindexter, of Washington; ' X
ery, appropriate sacred selections
X defended the initiative, refer- X
were rendered by a quartet
X endum and recall features of X
consisting
of Mrs. W. D. Hayes, Mrs.
X the Arizona,' constitution.
Rupert
X
,T,a
and
Aspltind,
Messrs. Hale and Teare,
X
Lorimer election committee X
Miss
Sparks accompanying on tba
city. Peers and distinenished stran
X heard testimony of : former X
piano. Mrs.
X State Representative Becke-meye- X
gers, were present in large numbers. Mendelssohn's Hayes sang a solo from
oratorio St. Paul.
x"-.who - admitted telling X
The diplomatic and ladies galleries
Dr. Hewett's lecture was packed
X; various" falsehoods in connec- - X
were mied, the occupants including with interest from the start. He inX ' tion with the case.
DR. EDGAR L HEWETT.
X
Ambassador Reld and other diplomats troduced his subject by calling attenNo agreement reported by X
X
Director
the School of American' Archaeology.
wno showed by their presence a tion to the fact that the North Ameri
X Congress on wool and free list X
continued Interest in the proceedings can Indian is essentially a religious
X revisions.
iX
wnicn promise to he historic.
race, no matter where he is placed,
X' Cotton mill owners from X
Mr. Balfour's motion, of which he and the speaker left no doubt of his
X Carolinas failed to arrive for X POPE
PIUS
gave notice on August 2 was as fol faith that the people wno built the
MGGAB
X finance committee hearing on X
very
-lows: mat the advice given his ma great monuments of Mexico and CenX cotton bill but expected to- X
The governor and several offic'ials years.
is
not
It
believed
that
by his majesty's
the
jesty
'
ministers, tral America were Indians. He told
charges, X morrow.
were taken around in autos and shown
X
obtained from his ma- of the sacred structure of the Pueblo
whereby
they
tne wonaenui crops 01 iuai regum, if well founded, indicate that the Aus- X
The northern manufacturers N
OH THE GRILL jesty a pledge that a sufficient num- Indians, bow
every pueblo bas at
corn stalks being seven or eight feet trian government even remotely con- X evince no interest.
Xi
ber of peers would be created to pass least two kivas or estufas, one for
Amerfuture
hostilities
with
ten
templates
X
pounds
high and beets weighing
Senator Borah spoke against X
the parliament bill in the shape In the summer people and the other for
or more. They visited also the won- ica. The .probable object of the alleg- X the judiciary recall in the X
Attack Came Suddenly and Admitted Perniciou s Activ- which it left this House, is a gross the winter people; how even the
derful spring at Manzano and saw the ed spy was to discover for his govern- X statehood bill debate.
X1
violation of the constitutional liberty Plhtns Indians when they
ancient apple trees. The abundant ment the composition of remarkable X
pitched
Senator Root of New York, X
Physicians Are Hastily
ity on Behalf of Benzoate
under which, among other ill conse- camp, provided first for the sacred
rains have made the country exceed high explosive "dunnite" used in army X favored the Nelson amendment X!
quences, the people will be precluded places, and how town architecture of
Summoned
of Soda
ingly beautiful. The governor said and navy shells, and said to be far X to the statehood bill requir- xi
from against pronouncing on the poli- the town building Indians always centhat he had a most appetizing dinner superior to any foreign explosive.
X ing Arizona to strike out the X
tered about the holy places.
cy of home rule."
at Mountainair, everything to eat on One of the papers in possession of X judiciary recall.
X
The speaker then took his auditors
The
rival
were
cheerMUST
leaden
GIVE
UP
CELEBRATION
loudly
DENIED
"CUBE-ALLSthe table with the possible exception Captain Watson is an affidavit of Miss X
"
House met at noon.
X
25,000
ed as they entered the room and Mr. by word and plclure to the great Tol-te- c
of the pepper and mustard, having Clara A. Dyer, who had previously in- X
Miscellaneous business.
X
Balfour received an ovation as he
ind Aztec ruins not far from the
been a "resource" of Mountainair. ... quired about obtaining Peter's release X
State department expenditures-inve- X
rose to present his motion rebuking city of Mexico. Then farther south to
Several
Hours
Later
Of the Chautauqua the governor from the army.
X stigating
Condition
Censured
Chemist
committee X
For Looking the government.
tne border of Central America, then
said that the meetings are enthusiasShe said Peter was stationed at Fort X examined former Assistant Sec- X
of Pontiff Took Turn For
Definition
In ConUp
Legal
Premier Asquith appeared In his into Honduras and Guatamala and
successful.
X'and
attended
tic, largely
Totten, N. Y., in the 135th Company,
retary of State Loomls regard- X
the Worse
best form as he stood up to reply.
finally to Yucatan. -- The great pyraResource Commission.
gressional Library.
Coast Artillery corps, and that he was X ing department's secret funds x
Jeeringly, he thanked Mr. Balfour mids at Mlttla and Cholula and the
an Austrian spy sent to the United X but without practical results." X
,
"Steps were taken to form a
commisjslon," he continued, States to obtain the secret of manufac- X
Solicitor McCabe, of the Agri- X (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) for "this opportune' though unexpect - ereat sacred cities that surrounded
7. Pope Pius, experi. Rome,
"the obect being to bring to the
Washington, Aug. 7. The activity ed motion. It was the very thing that them passed In review. The pyramid
turing the powerful explosive used by X cultural department, was sub- X enced a Aug.
at Mlttla covers as great an area as
relapBe today. The at- of George P. McCabe, solicitor of the the government wanted."
tion of the outside world the resourc- the United States
slight
X jected to cross examination in X
Miss
government.
In a few sentences, the prime min- the Tyramid at GIzeh in Egypt while
came suddenly, aggravating the Agricultural Department, in
es of the vast empire. '
to
X tack
Dyer claimed she met Peter on an X the
hearing.
trying
ister dispelled the fog by which the that at Cholula is many times larger.
Territorial Engineer Charles D. Mi- ocean liner, enroute trom Rurorw last X ' Berger of Wisconsin. Social- - X cold which he has suffered, it being uphold the famous
benzoate
But of much greater interest even
circumstances
underwhich he had obof
soda
ller who went to Mountainair with the
with
accompanied
decision
gouty
X
the
pains.
by
Remsen
ist, spoke in advocacy of old X
September and latre, during a visit of
were
the ruins at Palenque, in a trop- tained
the
from
the
board
to
guarantees
Dr.
went
not
return
but
and
did
king
Gueseppe
physiPetacci, private
governor
Secretary Wilson was Drob- had been
X
Peter tp her Kentucky home, and be- X Ige pensions. . , .
"
bv the ical forest, which the School of Arar.
persistently Obscured
v..
Socorro on road matters.
come 'engaged to him. The grfTtUtn-- e Xv--: Partyi leaders informally flg-- ' X cian to his Holiness, aitd Dr. Etore ed today before the House committee
'
.
- ,'Tcan Archaeology at Santa Fe has been
Dissolution.
ured on adjournment between X Marchiaffav, consulting physician at on agricultural
estpejndituresj. Mr. opposition.'
dover a number of letters from
"It was my strong hope and belief," tuthorlzed to excavate and study after
McCabe
A certificate of dissolution was filed
the
went
unnotified
15
Vatican,
of.
the
another
19.
being
and
through
X
gruel- he
August
in which he told of his plans.
said, "that the Lords would accept j other great institutions of learning
in the territorial secretary's office by Peter,
A letter from Fish CommisX expected change in the Pontiff's con- ing cross examination as to his ex-Peter's real
she said, was Count
wonQ over naa vainly sought this
ercise
only "wnen tnat nope was l
of
the Clovls Lumber Company, whose Wlndisch-Graetz- , name, whose
in
the department
power
sioner Bowers assailing Repre-- . X dition, visited him imndiately and
home is at
As soon as means are
Mr. McCabe admitted that before frustrated as " was last month hisi concession.
directed that he remain in his room.
Tow'nsend
agent is O. L. Owen and the place of Prague, Bohemia.
sentative
of
New
X
,
jeSty asked and consented. If It j available, this will be done and the
the
business is at Clovis. J. Foster
national
;
His
of
convention
Holiness
state
food
refor
to
had
be
of
X
alleged furthering
Jersey
appeared
Merely a Sweetheart's Yarn.
was
ana great antiquity of the
Scott, Jr., is the president of the
fictitious" charges regarding X covering normally from his recent in- and dairy insnectors sit nBnvr in11 i. necessary to exercise his preroga-- -! "rau.y, size
Fort Totten, N. Y., Aug. 7 The com
live.
we
conme
course
iuok
IQdO ha hoH
ieaa 10 me prediction,
"'""uu'ciub,
oniy
company.
it
vun-iau jy lUIOUgU sistent with
seal slaughter, read before the X disposition, though the recent extreme
tin
i
mandant at Fort Totten, said today,
honor and a true regard tt!at tner the School will accomplish
Notaries Appointed,
cioi
House
heat
had
interviewed
committee.
males,
him
and
weakened
every
X
investigating
prevented man I
that he had received no information
its greatest work.
could get at, and told him to for the dignity of the crown."
Governor Mills has appointed the either from the war
Adjourned at 3:10 p. m. un- X his daily celebration of mass.
At Chiricua in Guatamala, the
or
department
come
to
Denver
and
deK.
noon
til
the
to
In
notaries
uphold
tomorrow,
James
the cooler hours of the day. he
following
public:
permit X
from
School has been conducting the work
Captain . Watson regarding
partment's
to
members
ruling."
attend a baseball X had visited the gardens. Last evening
Hunt, Raton, Colfax county; Thurman
t f excavation and restoration for the
George Peter of the 135 Coast ArtilThis campaign to secure an en- RIVAL
C. Fricksj Roswell, Chaves county;
game between the Republican X he remained in the gardens until an
GENERALS
lery.
past few years with funds supplied
dorsement of the
and Democratic members of X hour after sunset; Up to last
Walter HT Burnett, Vaughn, Guadaruling
Peter has been stationed here a year
by the St. Louis branch of the Arch- night he
the House.
X was determined to participate in the from the national gathering, Mr. Mclupe county; Harry C.fHerby, Clovis, and a half. . He
sieologii'al Institute.
is said to be onetof
Almost all of
Cabe
was
said,
B.
fully justified because
Fernandez, the
Curry county; luan
celebration of the eighth anniversary
last winter, however, was spent In
soldiers at Fort Totten. Be- XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
best
'
the
manufacturers
who did not use
Barney, Union county; Leon Locke, fore
Washington, D. C, Aug. 7.- The of his
away the gigantic trees and
coming here he served three jijolnt resolution providing for the ad doctors coronation. This morning the benzoate of soda in their foods were
Springer, Colfax county.
decided that in view of the in
tropical vegetation that covered the
years in the cavalry, the greater part mission of Arizona
an
making
and
New
advertising
and
Mexico
campaign
Water commissioners.
high temperature they would were
of the time in the Philippines. The as
eighty acre tract which has been givstates of the Union under the en creasing
trying to gain notoriety by op- Cincinnatus LeConte
The board of water commissioners commandant said
oppose the participation of the pope in
en the School for its work. Tbe picMakes
he
believed
some
posing
Wilson
and the Rem
Secretary
abling act of last Congress was taken the function.
is to meet today. President Charles mistake had been
tures shown last evening of the great
made.
sen
board.
up immediately after the Senate met
M. Springer arrived last night from
Triumphal Entry Into
r Posed at a Captain.
Accordingly it was arranged that
monuments, the finest yet found on
at 10 o'clock today.
A letter written by Mr. McCabe to
Cimarron and Oscar C. Snow of Las
the
service
should
the American continent were a sur
be
PortAuPrince
conducted
"Corporal Laur said Peter was an
by Dr.
Senator
Nelson
of
on
the
in
Committee
Wiley,
Cruces, another member of the board,
September, 1910, chalCardinal Merry del Val, the papal secto all present. They show a re--f
prise
man
a
of
Austrian,
reeducation
and
was due to arrive today.. Colonel Venlenging the latter's statements that
Territories, promptly offered his sub- retary of state.
nement and artistic development in
and
finement,
received
remittances stitute for the House measure. The
there are 25,000 "cure-alls- "
ceslao Jaramillo of EI Rito, could not
and patARRIVES 'TOO
it was some hoqrs later that the ent
LATE the arts of sculpture and architecture
medicines on the market, was in- FIRM
come, owing to illness in his family. regularly from that country. Corporal substitute was framed to meet the
a
tnat lead to the conclusion that the
iiuuuu
conaiuon
snowed
an
"jnex- troduced.
Solicitor
The board will hear the appeal of the Lahr said that some time he posed as wishes of the President and it had pected
McCabe admitted
Mayans occupied a high plain of culfor
the
worse.
change
an
American
been
stated
he
that
received
had
has
army
that
his
the
had censured Dr. Hillyer, a
it
officer,
Springer Land and Irrigation Com- mail
ture. The studies of Professor S. G.
Declares
He
That
Had
Been
addressed
at
chemist of the Bureau of Chemistry
Captain Peter, and endorsement of a sufficient number of
pany.
Morley in the Mayan hieroglyphics
he was reprimanded by the command members to insure its passage. The GOVERNOR SHAFROTH NAMES
for looking up a legal definition in
Promised Presidency of
For the Treasury.
and chronology were referred to and
er for assuming to hold a commission President has taken a determined poCOURT
OF
the
APPEALS
ofcongressional library during
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
Black Republic- there is now some definite Idea as
in
S. army. Corporal Lahr said sition against the Inclusion of judges
U.
nce
the
nours.
"You
forbade a chemist
has received the following sums for
to the time when these structures
It
is
Believed
In
Crowded
that
man
the
Docket
or
the
recall
of
whom Miss Dyer
the Arizona
looking up a word so that he could
provision
the treasury: Game and Fish War
were reared, the period beginning
Leased
(By
Special
Wire
to
New
of
Tribunal
Supreme
Mexican)
.answer a cor respondent?" demanded
Centennial
might not be the soldier he constitution. The Nelson substitute
den Thomas P.v Gable, $12.50; Jose T.
about the date of the fall fit the Ro- Port au Prince, Hayti. Aue. 7.
knew..V
8tate.
requires the electors of Arizona to
Representative Floyd of Arkansas.
man Empire and extending to the time
Torres, treasurer of Socorro county,
General
Cincinatus
LeComte.
the
vote
"I
vrns
the
that
of
hf
document
Affidavit
didn't
think
Sent
tn
to
provision
mmnsliinl
-"I
. .
9550.40; B. C. Hernandez, of Rio Ar
of Columbus. When the SnanlardB
iu revolutionary leader, made a
Washington.
.
.
ii
triumph
as. "a fundamental condition" of ad- in,, a
riba county $370.32; Chris Ralthel of Indianapolis. Ind.. Auk.
Denver
Aug.'
al
into
be- came, however, this great civilization
the
entry
r
capital
:'
yesterday,
Luna county, $100.08; James Suther- James D. Watson, the local recruiting mission.;:
' ing acclaimed by the populace. Ar- r.ad passed away.
The House resolution merely pro Shafroth today filed with the secre-- .
land, of Chaves county, $1,613.21; C. omcer, lorwarded to the war depart
scene,
of
stormy
state
his
rangements were made forthwith for A brief visit was then made to Yutary
the!
to
appointments
of this feaA. Browning, of Curry county, $545.65. ment at Washington, today th affidavit vides for the
new court of appeals which was ere-- '
Washington, D. C, Aug. 7. A a joint session of the Senate and catan, where temples and cities of
to
ture
mane
The
subthe
Nelson
people.
Miss
ny
Clara
A., Dyer, accusing
Land Entries.
value, are rapidly falling
ated by the last legislature. The ap- - lStormy 806116 was provoked before the Chamber of Deputies, which meeting
The following were the land entries Private George Peter 'of the 135th stitute also differs from the House pointees are:
House committee on Department and as a national assembly were except into decay because no attempt has
Scott,
Cripple
Tally
In
i
resolution
makes no re
that
been-o- r
here Friday: James H. Hatch, Galli-na- coast artillery of being an Austrian
is being made at restoration.
.presiding judge; A. R. King, 1X11,01 800 commerce Expenditures to ed to elect LeConte president in sucquirement that the people of New creek,
Albert M. Zimmerman,
One
of
the Interesting tacts brought
Levy; spycession
oay
to
ol
the
S.
Simon.
D.
of
of
a
deposed
E.
fy
Delta;
the,
from
letter
reading
Walling
Denver;
The onlv new fontnm in luimuiu.1 Mexico shall provide an easier way oi
- This
Henry qoud McColpin, Gallup; Franwas not in harmony with the out by the lecture, was the resemw. MuriDut, of Denver; L. W. Cun- - commissioner or Fisheries Bowers
constitution.
the
with
case
was
the
amending
the statement made
cisco Herrera, Lumberton; Bush Mc-of Colorado Springs.
j sailing Representative
Townsend of program of General Antenor Firmin, blance in the symbolism of the rich
In behalf of the Nelson provision Kanoies, Negra; Juan J. Doran, Taos; by Corporal William H. Xahr, of the
New Jersey as a tool of a dangerous the rival revolutionary leader, who costumes worn by the Mayas and that
The
was
created
court
to
relieve
Arizona
arjudges, it was
Pascualita Martinez, Lucero; Wallaca army recruiting station here, who regarding
arrived, here today from Porto Rico of the cruder ceremonial costumes of
docket of the state suD, Horn, Rosa; Dionisio Sanchez, OJo says lie served with one George Peter gued that if the people of that terriand
who has already announced that the Puebol Indians, such as was seen
court
to
aspreme
and
receive
cases
(Continued on Page Four.)
it
Calientej Jose E. Cruz, Brackett; Teo-- in troop M of the Sixth U. S. cavalry tory so desired,' they can
he had been promised the presidency last week at the Green Corn dance at
to It by that tribunal.
signed
their
as
time
in
the
any
through
legislature
Philippines and Montana.
flora Tenorio de Sales, Anton Chlco;
Santo Domingo. The resemblance Is"
by LeConte.
XXXXXXXXXXX
John A. Frieborn, Blanco; Librador Corporal Lahr said Peter was an a statute. - Tie debate today promalmost startling.
Firmin
was
allowed
to
on
an
land
"
one.
ised
to
be a lengthy
DR. CARROLL'8
LECTURE. X oraer
Austrian.
;
Venor, Ocate.
Dr. Hewett announced plans for an
signed by LeConte. After
The agreement for a vote today i X SEND THINGS TUESDAY
X
"Homeric Legend and the My- - X
Diamond Robbery.
to the ruins at Pecos, anexcursion
new
a
arrival
wholFOR RUMMAGE TABLE.
for the "legislative" and not the cal- X
cenaean Age."
x ly replacing that of theMinistry,
The mounted police have received 8PECTACULAR STREET PARADE
Simon admin other to the Puye with lectures on the
endar
means
which
re
that
Dr.
Carroll's
lecture
day,
by
a telegram announcing that Tom
BOOKED AT DENVER.
tonight X
way at San Ildefonso, the Black Mesa
Those who have anything for X
in the lecture room of the Pal- - X istration was tentatively agreed on,
cessing each evening the Senate can X
Drake recently taken to Vaughn by
and Santa Clara, and finally the sum-rae- r
as
follows:
X
the
Table
which
will X
ace will be illustrated with X
Rummage
through, several
the mounted police on alleged lmnH. Lively Contest of St Joseph, 8t carry the discussion
M.
camp In the Rito de los Frljoles.
Seamor.
War,
X
be In charge of Mrs. Haynes, X
calendar days.colored vie,ws made from Flax- - X
cation in a diamond robbery in the
Louis, Detroit, Chicago and St
which
the school will occupy for tern
Cauvin.
Interior,
Judge
Senator Poindexter of Washington, X should send them to the Li- - X
man's famous
:
Paul for Convention.
drawings of X Foreign Affairs, M. Gullbaud.
territory, has been held for the acdays beginning on Monday of next
X
In
on
of
Hall
defense
the
scenes
Then
X
In
brary
the
Tuesday.
spoke
Iliad
initiative,
and the X Public
tion of the grarfd Jury, bail being fixed
week.
Instruction, Senator
and recall features of the X they will be assorted and ready X
tBv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Odyssey of Homer, and with X
at $1,500. .,
Saturday Evening Lecture.
a
Denver.
X
Colo.,
Arizona
for
sale
hour
at the
constitution.
set for X
lantern slides portraying Dr. X
Word has also been received thai
The lecture by Dr. L. B. Paton In
M. Bellard.
Schliemann's wonderful finds X Agriculture,
interesting tunc- - X
Mounted Policeman Safael Gomes and lar street parade tonight will be the . "All these arguments against this X holding-thi- s
the new lecture room of the Palace Finance, M. Sansaricq. ;
X X at Troy and Mycenae, which X
opening feature of the sixth supreme constitution," he said, "resolve them- X tion.
Cattle Sanitary Inspector E. E. Van .and
of the Governors on Saturday evening
flret
.
The
X
Into
held
selves
will
this
triennial
be
sale
X
at
1:30
X
that
of
the
make
the
a
convention
known
civproposition,
X X X X 1C
Horn have been rounding up alleged
prehistoric
drew so large an audience that chairs
V
Modern Brotherhood of America.
A people of the state are given too X' pi' m; Thursday, August 10 in X X ilization called The Mycenaean
cattle .thieves at Albuquerque. '' The lecture hall
iX BABY KILLED BY
X had to be carried.
X front of the Old Palace.
X X Age.
lively contest tor the 1914 convention much power."
'
BOY WITH GUN. X proved to be ideal for its purpose and
Is in prospect with St iJosfinh .at.
v
He contended that the people could XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX X
X
many were the favorable criticisms of
XXfcXXXXXXXXXXXXX Louis, Detroit, Chicago and St. Paul be trusted, with full power. He deX
A twelve year old fcoy at X its architecture. The lecture by Dr.
X PUBLIC RECEPTION
as participants.
clared it was "a travesty on self govX Mosquero Union county, laid X Paton was followed with Intense inX
AT MANSION. X
.
ernment to try to compel the people xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx-sxxxxxxxxxxxxxx- x
X down a gun on a windowsill. x terest and the many stereoptlcon
X FLOODS IN
X
KANSAS
of Arizona to adopt a constitution, X
SCHOOL OF AMER ICAN ARCHAEOLOGY.
X
X In some manner, the weapon
.Governor and Mrs. Mills will X
X views gave a clear Idea of the life ot
RE: RAPIDLY RECEDING which they themselves do not want X-i
Tuesday's Program.
X be at home. Informally tomor--; X
X was discharged and the bullet; X the Bedawin Arabs who occupy the
which the people of other states X
but
10:30 a.' m. Lecture. "Social Organization'
"
."theof
Semites,
X row afternoon, August 8, at' X (Bv Special Leased Wlr to New
X going through a window pierc-- X country to the east and south of PalX by Dr. Paton.
Mexican) think they should have."
X 4:30 o'clock to their friends X
X ed the brain of three months X estine.
r
Topeka, Kans., An. 7. Renort. Special to the New Mexican.
X
m.
2:30
Lecture.
of
'The Potte ry
the Hop! Region," by Mr.
p.
.;
X and- - to the faculty, lecturers, X here today say that swollen streams
X
old Carmelita Garcia, killing X
Battle is On.
X
'?
X the child, and fractured the el- - X
X students and visitors of the X over the state which for several
Shot Big Mountain Lion William
' Washington, Aug. 7. The battle X -- Chapman.
days
'
Lecture.
3:30
m.
Method
p.
in
Educa-'
''Folkways
Determining
X School of American Achaeol- - X have been , overflowing farms, and
X bow of the child's mother, who X Slease shot a fine specimen of mouncontinues.
Senator
Poindexter
tlon,i
Professor
Thompson.
by
spoke
X ogy. .
X greatly" damaging property, are tot
X on account of the loss of blood X tain lion on TruJIllo creek. Sierra
X ., 8 p. .m, Xecture. , "The Excavations In Crete." by Dr. Carroll
X Is In precarious condition.
X county.
XXXXXXXXXXXX XX X X the most part receding.
The pelt measured
Continued on page, i,
eight
XXXXXXXXXXXX XXX.
J
feet six Inches.

'

X
X
X
X

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
London, Eng., Aug. 7. The last
ijuase oi tne fight over the veto bill,
designed to restrict the powers of the
House of Lords over legislation originating in the lower chamber was entered on in the House of Commons
this afternoon when A. J. Balfour,
leader of the opposition, moved a vote
of censure for the government.
The chamber was filled to its capa

Senate met at 10 a. m.
$
Debate begun and vote sched- - X
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SANTA FE FOUR;
'Bosquet, lb.
ALBUQUERQUE TWO. R. Weeks, p
Chavez, c
Lopez and Weeks Engaged In a Pitch- - Kunz, cf.
er"s Battle in Which Lopez Has
DeBlassle, If.
the Best of it

Foley Kidney Pills

The Little Store

TONIC IN ACTION

-

Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,
KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE,
RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of the
of the
KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION
BLADDER and all annoying URINARY
IRREGULARITIES.
A positive boon to
MIDDLE AGED and ELDERLY
VEOPLE and for WOMEN.
For sale by all dri' agists.

3

1-

3

0

4
1
1 15
0 2
0 1

4

i

QUICK IN RESULTS

ANGUST 7, 1911

MONDAY,

4
2

Totals

28

2

-

4 24

4

3

Santa Fe
(By D. C. O.)
In one of the hpst. and nrohahlv the
AB.R. H. PO. A. E.
fastest game ever seen In Santa Fe, J. Berardinelli, 'rf. ..4 0 0 1 0 0
3 1 0 0 5 1
yesterday at the college grounds the Alarid, ss.
Salmon Grays defeated the Albuquer- - Owen, 3b
3 1 0 1 2 0
DENVER BREAD
3 1 0 6 0 0
que Grays by the score of 4 to 2. It Brierly, c
4 1 1 15 2 0
(was really an interesting game and Closson, lb
was not decided until the last man p. Berardinelll, 2b. ..2 0 1 1 4 1
I
was out Jim Lopez and Rube Weeki Arce, If.
3 0 0 1 0 0
both were in fine form and engaged in Stanton, cf.
3 0 0 2 0 0
AUGUST MOONLIGHT.
'a pitcher's battle in which Lopez had Lopez, p.
3 0 1 0 2 1
(By Richard Le Gallienne in Harpers
the best of it, being more effective ,
Magazine.)
28 4 3 27 15 3
Totals
jwith men on bases. Lopez allowed
The solemn light behind the barns,
struck out five'
Score by Innings.
The rising moon, the cricket's call, lonly four hits and allowed
three hits Albuquerque ........'..000 000 1102
men, while Weeks
The August night, and you and I
men. Lopez Salmon Grays '
and
1
out
sixteen
struck
202 000 00
all!
What is the meaning of it
held Albuquerque for six innings with-- ,
Batteries R. Weeks and Chavez;
out a single run, and only three hits. Lopez and Brierly.
Has it a meaning, after all?
After the fourth inning not a single
Summary.
one
is
of
Nature's lies,
Or it
off Weeks and
Three base hit Closson; home run
j run or hit was made
That net or beauty that she casts
lonly one man reached first base. San- - Cornish; sacrifice hits, Lembke, Cor-Over Life's unsuspecting eyes?
ta Fe scored two runs in the first nish, Bosquet, Brierly; stolen baseB,
innine like this! After J. Berardinelll Cornish
weaves,
of
that
she
web
That
beauty
Southern' Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
had fanned Aarid was giVen,a base ble plays, P. Berardinelll to Closson
For one strange vuiyva.
balg( owen also drew free trans- - to Owen; Alarid to Closson to Brier-j0n
ALL CASH PURCHA8E8
WE
TICKETS WITH
GIVE REGISTER
own,
portation and Alarid went to second, iy; struck out, by Weeks 16, by Lopez
For this the painted butterfly,
IT IS LOTS BETTER TO GO FISHING IN A WASH TUB THAN
Brierly sacrificed Alarid to third ana 5; first on balls off Weeks 3, off
For this the rose or this alone!
TO GO RIGGED OUT WITH ROTTEN LINES AND HOOKS THAT
to second, Closson hit a hot pez 3 ; hit by pitched ball by Lopez
WILL SNAP WHEN TIE BIG FISH GETS ON.
grounder to Cornish which was quick- - j (Weeks) 1; left on' bases, Albuquer-l- y
BUY OUR STRONG LINES AND SPRINGY POLES AND PROPStrange repetition of the rose,
stopped but Cornish threw wild to que 4, Santa Fe 4. First base on
And strange reiterated call
ERLY TEMPERED HOOKS, AND YOU'LL NOT LOSE YOUR TEM- and Alarid and Owen scored, P. rors Albuquerque 3, Santa Fe 2. Time
Of bird and insect, man and maid
PER WHEN THE BIG FISH GETS ON; YOU WILL LAND HIM.
Closson of game 1 hour and 20 minutes.
Berardinelll walked, and
Is that the meaning of it all?
TACKLE OUR TACKLE.
went to second, and Arce fanned and
Umpire W. D. Shea.
this ended' the inning with two runs
Scorer Daniel C. Ortiz.
If it means nothing, after all!
for Santa Fe. In the third inning two
Wood-Davi- s
And nothing lives, except to die
more runs were scored by Santa Fe; FIVE MINISTERS IN
Alarid fanned, Owen flew out to
It is enough that solemn light
PULPIT YESTERDAY.
Phone 14.
If Its Hardware We Have
Phone 14
hit a grounder to
Behind the barns, and you and I.
Brierly
bread
our
Don't
are
us.
to
like home
These lines
forget
Cornish and was fumbled, Brierly get- The services yesterday forenoon at
ting to first, Closson connected with! the First Presbyterian church were
one of Week's curves for a three bag-- ! of more than ordinary interest. Dr.
AROUND THE STATE
ger scoring Brierly, P. Berardinelll Lewis B. Paton, of Hartford, Theolog-single- d
l
to right scoring Closson,
FOR THAT SUMMER OUTING
Seminary, who Is one of the
191
Black.
Phone,
stole second but was left turers of the Summer School of Arch-ther- e
as Arce .struck out, this ended aeology, delivered a ' most scholarly
Typhoid Fever.
MEXICAN HATS
Typhoid fever is reported to exist at the inning with the score four to zero and eloquent sermon.
Dr. Carroll of
in favor of the Salmon Grays,, after Washington, D. C, general secretary
several points in Lincoln county.
New and Fall Assortment of Unique Sao Juan Potter)
this inning Santa Fe could do nothing ' of the American Institute of Archae-wit- h
Latest in Hand Color
Artistic
Bank
Sold.
Tularosa
Weeks, in the fourth inning Lo- - ology, read the lesson; Rev. Henry of
secstole
one
with
iof Post Cards.
The Citizens' State Bank at Tula pez singled
out,
Framing.
Denver, spoke a fervent prayer; Rev.
rosa, Otero county, has been sold to ond and went to third on a wild throw Mathieson of Mesilla Park, announced
H. S. Holloway. W. F. Buchanan and by Weeks and was left there in the the benediction, while Rev. B. Z. Mc- next four innings Santa Fe went out Cullough, the pastor of the church,
H. Sanders.
in one, two, three order. In the sev- had charge of the services. Baptist,
San Francisco Street.
enth Albuquerque scored its first run Christian, Congregational and Pres
Stole
Trousers.
Sole Agent For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Domingo Gomez was arrested at El when P. Berardinelll dropped Kunz' byterian clergymen were in the pulsix pairs of khaki fly with two outs, Kunz going to sec- pit, and as the pastor remarked no
All kinds of flowers, arden & field seeds in bulk and package Paso for stealing
ALFaLFA SEED.
trousers from a store. The trousers ond in the misplay and scored when one could have told from looking at
were recovered.
Lopez stopped De Blassie's grounder them or listening to them to which
house in Santa Fe
The only exclusive
and threw wild to first. The next run church they belong, emphasizing that
scored by Albuquerque was in the after all, the differences in creed are
Preston Bound Over.
Thomas Preston arrested at Roswell eighth inning when Cornish, the first slight and
for being drunk and purloining a TJ. man up, connected with one of Lopez's
: : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
If you want anything on earth try
Battery A, has been speedy curves and sent the ball over
Phone Black S. revolver from
Phone Black
the centerflelder's head for a home a New Mexican Want Ad.
held to the U. S. grand jury.
run, and then no more runs were scored and the score remained 4 to 2 in
Father Victor Goes to Cincinnati.
Father Victor of the Franciscans favor of Santa Fe. There was a
who had been with the Church of the large attendance at the game yester
BRAND.
a
Lttdteal Ask your IrruKglat for A
Sacred Heart at Gallup, has gone per- day and if the Santa Fe people con
Diamond Urand
D elivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
lii Kid and UoM neullicSV?
did
to
as
1'llh
attend
the
tinue
they
games
to
Ohio.
Cincinnati,
ten months. They have hundreds of manently
italcd with Illue Ribbon. VX
bo.
Chlckering Bros.
bo otker. Bur .C roar V
Tke
yesterday they will see good base- in
New
Mexico
customers
satisfied
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
DrnaBlat. Ask for lll.CirKii.TER S
Bush and Lane.
ball games all the season. The fea
D1AUDND KRANlr
for lift
Killed By Lightning.
Arizona.
and
rears
known
as
Best.
Safest.
Reliabl.
Always
Co.
Mrs. C. M. Conroy, wife of a ranch tures of the game yesterday were the
CO.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHEBt
of Lopez and Weeks;
Schiller.
to them regarding pianos, prices and er In the Apishapa valley, Colorado, good pitching
Cornish
of P.
the
Victor
terms will prove to prospective plana near the New Mexico line, was strucK and batting andBerardinelll,
the fielding of Ow
Closson,
effects.
died
of
the
and
Learnard-Lln-demalightning
by
of
buyers that the firm
en and Stanton and Closson. Mana- WOOD YS HACK
Co. will meet every customer
Milton and the World Famous Ceclllan
ger Romulo Lopez of the Salmon
Wife.
to
Him
Lord
Told
Slap
Interior Player Pianos, and many more than half way In making
R. Lindahl was sentenced to thir Grays says that a game has been
J.
AISD
nd
sat
Prom
of
a
a
other makes.
piano
simple
purchase
In jail at Denver because he scheduled for next. Sunday at AlbuThis firm has purchased over six isfactory business transaction, not on ty days
can
be
if
and
BARRANCA
TAOS
enough people
RATON
slapped his wife. He declared that querque
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
the Lord told him to chastise his wife. secured an excursion will be

Know In Every Loaf"

"The Best

!
!

TRY IT

;

WINTER

j

Lo-Ow-

er-fir- st

GOOD EATING!

Imported Oil the very bestand Sardines,

Hardware Co.

Mushrooms, French Peas and Antipasto

e,

Six Big Loaves for 25c.

J

LOUIS NAPOLEON

it

Ber-,iCa-

j

j

RETAIL

&

WHOLESALE

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
f

grain

Why Import Mineral Water ?

LEO HERSCH

45

PIANOS

PIANOS

Learnard-Lindeman-

45

CHICHESTER

8 FILLS

TfiE SANTA FE MINERAL

n

n

Jesse-Frenc-

LINE

TO

LEARNARD-LINDEMAN-

::

The Square Music Dealers
SANTA

Albuquerque,

FE OFFICE WITH

Meets Both

CO.

N

::

N. M.

Established

1900

SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds
of building material

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

FRUIT BOXES
FOR STANDARD APPLE, PEACH
AND PEAR BOXES
SEND YOUR

ORDERS TO

FRANK F. GORMLEY, SANTA FE, N. M.
436 Canon Road.

HM

yv

SV

i

m.

T

Phone

W

m W T

w

19

Black.

wat

mUKUAlY
LlVtRY
Successor to B. P. Williams

s--m

tU.

have purchased the entire stock of horses and equipment formerly
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I will endeavor
to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.
I

AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST

Phone

139 Red

Shot By Neighbor.
Notes of the Game.
S. Montoya of Trinidad, Colorado,
Umpire Shea gave satisfaction to
was accidentally shot in the leg by
T. Sena, a neighbor, who declared he everybody yesterday being just in his
fired the shot at some one prowling decisions, giving a square deal to every player.
around his place.
Tom Closson certainly fielded well
yesterday, accepting seventeen chan
Rabbi Raisin Resigns.
Rabbi J. S. Raisin has resigned as ces without an error he also batted
getting a three bagger scoring
pastor of Temple Montefiore at Las well,
a run and then scored himself.
Vegas so that he could go to BrookMike Stanton played his usual beau
lyn, N. Y. The resignation was ac- tiful game in the
field catching two
with
regret.
cepted
difficult flies.
Chavez of Albuquerque, while still
San Miguel County's Assessment.
The corrected assessment figures very young is a very good catcher,
If he con
give Sao Miguel county an assess and also a good batter, and
ment of J4,312,934, an Increase of $22,- tinues his good work he will be in a
soon.
316, but still considerably less than good league pretty
Brierly, our 'new catcher, is certain
Chaves county's assessment.
ly some player he caught a good game
-

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

.T

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special Hteh Ball Ginger Ale

M

Meeting of Bar Association.
A meeting of the New Mexico Bar
Association has been called for Au
gust 28 and 29 at Albuquerque. No
annual meeting was held last year.
Hon. Charles A. Spiess of Las Vegas
is president and Miss Nellie Brewer,
of Albuquerque, secretary.
Boys as Highway Robbers.
Juan Trujlllo and Juan Chaves of
Roswell, who accompanied a baseball
team to Lincoln, Lincoln county,
have been arrested and held in $900
to the grand jury for luring fifteen
year old Ignacio Gallegos from the
party, beating him and robbing him
of $15. The two young men are only
eighteen years of age.

Telegraph Fraud Escaped.
L. S. Stephens of San Marclal, who
was arrested at Silver City for forging
a telegram to a bank and collecting
$40 thereon, made good his escape because the deputy sheriff who had Ste

phens Id charge, permitted Stephens
to loaf in a saloon at San Marcial
Stephens walked out of the saloon and
gained such 'headway that those in
pursuit gave up the chase. Stephens
The Score.
is wanted by the Western Union, the
Albuquerque
Santa Fe Railway and the Bankers
AB.R. H. PO. A.
Protective Association.
0 1 1
LemMte, 2b ;
...3
:

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican want ad.

Leaves Barranca on the utItsJ at
(he north bound train tod arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter tbaa any etaar
wy. Good covered back and good
teams.
"atfttk "aava
TKliaer

FARE

Trip

Cornish, ss.

Try Gonzales,
Hidalgo,

.

3b.

rf.

.

...2
...4

W. H. KERR
AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.
Phone us, we will be glad to call fer
yeur laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays and deliver on Thursdays and

BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

E.

0
0

2

0

10

0
0

0

1

0

Screened

Wood

Lump

YANKEE

CERRILL08

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,
MONTEZUMA

near a.

t.

Smitbirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

AVENUE

s. F. Depot
Telephone 85

$5.00

Imperial Laundry

0
2

WHOLESALE
RETAIL

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD:
85

Telephon

icnats

Bcni&a

Fridays.
All work is guaranteed; your socks
yesterday, helping Jim a great deal are mended and buttons sewed an
In his pitching, and is also a good yeur shirts without extra charge.
base runner.
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RE 122
Owen, the other new man, is also
a good player and was the only one
of the Santa Fe players that didn't
fan, the rest struck out at least once,
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
some twice and some of them three
times. While Owen didn't get a safe
La Salle Restaurant
hit, he hit three long flies to the out
field and drew free transportation
CHAS. QAISN, Prop.
once. In the seventh Inning he made
a beautiful stop of a line drlvS with
Telephone 11.
his bare hand.
Iwo Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Weeks was in very good form yesRegular Meals 25 Cents
terday and pitched gilt edged ball
Short Order at all Hears
all the game.
Alarid played' his usual good game
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
at short, making some beautiful stops. Preach, Noodle Order 200. dish '
P. Berardinelll also played a good
New York Chop Sway SOe.
game at second, and at the bat
Bosquet, the Albuquerque first Backer, is a good fielder and a good batter.
The Santa Fe band played several
beautiful selections during the game
and the weather being delightful the
game was immensely enjoyed.
Manager Dan PadKJa says that he
For Best Laundry Work
is going to get even next Sunday, but
he will have to get belter players to
beat the Salmon Grays.

I

Santa Fe, N.

North South
Bounds Trains.

al

WATER

at O. K. Barber Shop.
Mrs. F. O. Brown, Agent.

Agency
Phone

Red No.

11

Phone, Red No. 2)

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Rancles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

FOR
1

Ull

CAT

F

JlLL

Modern Residences for Rent.

.

F. M. JONES.

103

,

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

CALL

UP

Phone

9

CHAS. CLOSSON

Wlei

in Need of AnvHiInr
in the LIVERY LINE.
Drivers Furnished.

.

Don Qaspar Ave.

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
For till

at aeaular arlsse

ccnicrs rack

m

Baaaloa and isitms tiirsaa

TKrcstt cenia.
Mae

ISC

'

-

MONDAY,

THE SANTA FE

ANGU8T 7, 1911.
DOING THEIR DUTY.

TIMETABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS

Santa Fe Readers Are
Each Year Sees
Learning the Duty of the Kidneys.

Score

The following are tie time tablet
of the local railroads:
"A. T. A 8. F. By."

Leave

8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 westbound, No. 10 eastbound.
Returning arrive U Santa Fe 12:10

p. m.
4 p. mp connect with No.
bound.

j,

west-

Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
P. m.
7:20 p. m. cocect with No. 7 and
9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound
Returning

arrv at Santa Fe

11: IB

R. G. Ry.

Leares lt:15 a. m. for north.
Arrive 3:05 p. m. from north.
New Mexico Central Ry.
Leave 6:45 p. m coniects with No.
2 east and 1 south and west
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections
from No. 3 east

July 29, 1911.
Notice ia hereby given that Jesus
Lopez of Pecos, N. M., who, on July
30, 1906, made homestead entry, No.
for the NB 4 of Section
25, township 15 N, range 11 E, N. M. P.
meridian, has filed notice of intention
r
to make final
protf, to establish claim to the land above described, before register or receiver, U.
S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., on
the 14th day of September,. 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses: Jacinto Ortiz of Rowe, N. M.; Jose L.
Martinez, Bicente Lucero, botm of
l.
Pecos, N. M.; and Juan Gonzales
9735-0765-

five-yea-

Ise-be-

of Glorieta, N. M.
MANUEL B. OTERO,

July 29,1911.
Notice is hereby given that Romaldo
Lucero, of Pecos, N. M., who, on July
30, 1906, made homestead entry, No.
SW 4
for lot 3, and SE
section 25,
NW
Sec. 24, and E
township 15 N, range 11 E., N. M. P.
meridian, has filed notice of Intention
r
to make final
proof, to establish claim to the land above described,
before the register or receiver, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., on the
14th day of September, 1911.
o
Claimant names as witnesses:
Rivera of Santa Fe, N. M.; Pedro
Rivera, of Pecos, N. M.; Enriquez Rivera of Glorieta, N. M.; Bicente Lucero
1--

1--

five-yea-

Can-did-

of Pecos, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.

position.

n

be-so-

e

9021-0727-

Na-th-

1--4

j

4

9734-0765-

-

J'

-

b"T

bed-ridde- n

-

,

CLEARANCE SALE

Chicago,

SAVE MONEY

St.

OF MEN'S, LADIES' AND

Sps,

CHILDREN'S

Pueblo.

Boston,

the

Military

Institute

Men's Shoes
and Oxfords

SHOES and OXFORDS
COMMENCING

50

Pairs Ladies' Shoes,
odds and ends. Values
to $2.50. Your choice..

Saturday, Aug. 5th,
SI.IHI

AND ENDS

ON

LADIES' SHOES AND OXFORDS
Over 200 pairs of High
Grade Oxfords. Value,
$4.00.

Your choice

$2.15

A ROUSING SALE

!

Consisting of this season's

Latest Styles:

replete with genuine money- saving opportunities. We are
putting our greatest efforts into
this sale likewise our Greatest value.

A!

BROKEN LOT SALE

Tan, Russian Calf,

Patent Leather,
Patent Calf, Vici Kid
and Gun Meta
LACE OR BUTTON.

EXTRA SPECIAL

150Pas$i50
Reduction

20

ON OUR ENTIRE

THEY REPRESENT

most instances the best
sellers the most sought after styles. They have
lost their commercial value to us. They are just
as desirable, just as valuable to you as if we had a
hundred pair of every size. THEY ARE TO BE
SOLD AT ONCE, and in our determination to close
them out we neither look at their cost nor at their
value. They are marked to go at a price that will
make you long remember this sale In our value
giving history.
We fit all shoes carefully and guarautee them
to give satisfaction.
'
iki

the odd styles and sizes and

reduced their prices to such
an extent that we are sure
to move them. Some have
been reduced 25 per cent,
rate. Come
1911, some at us show
in and let
you what
we have, and how much we
can save you oy Duying
your shoes from us.

Saturday, August 12th

SENSATIONAL PRICES

.

ROSWELL

ON

We have assembled all

STOP-OVE-

New

and

Lf.

movement for a National Department
of Health.
The Provident Life Assurance
the New York Life Insurance
Company, and others are doing prac
tical educative work in prolonging
human lives.
SANTA FE, N. M., TO
The fraternal societies have also
Their journal
entered the campaign.
$64.95 the Western Review now has toa deBuffalo,- $50.35
the
partment especially devoted
Fraternal insurance
public health.
Denver. - - - - 21.10 companies' have established sana
44.35
Louis, '
toria, and have attempted in other
(to lengthen lives and decrease
18.15 ways
Colorado
76.35
death claims.
New York,
Health Insurance, one of the young
est forma of insurance, has made a
16.35 beginning in the field of disease pre75.95
The Loyal Protective In-- .
vention.
surance Company has, within the last
1 AH
i TEC TO MANY OTHER PRINCIPAL POINTS IN few months, established a health bu
I JIVV
UNITED STATES. CANADA and MEXICO reau to Issue bulletins and conduct a
sort of correspondence school for
PRIVILEGES.
LIBERAL LIMITS AND
health information.
But the greatest agency of all, the
For further particulars, see any Santa Fe Agent.
national government, has not yet unSANTA FE, N. M dertaken the work of preventingto dis:
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
the
ease In any way proportioned
needs of 91,000,000 people. Senator
Owen has introduced in Congress a
bill to establish
Depart
ment of Health, by coordinating the
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H. Sternberg, surgeon general oi tne
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army, said:
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I suDDOse the only reason why we
season.
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from
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standard
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structing the people how to prevent
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enormous waste of human lire
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tat all respects.
from preventable diseases, Is because
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our leelslators have not heretofore
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realized the importance of the subJ. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
After the great epidemic of yel
ject
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
low fever In 1878, Congress was great
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For particulars and illustrated
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Superintendent
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method
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BLADDER
Elliot of Harvard says in regard to the opponents:
all
To filter the blood is the kidney's
Dona Ana County.
"They also, as a rule, oppose medical
Discharges in
duty.
research, vaccination, and the use of
Grant County.
At the meeting or the Memphis
I24HOURS
When they fail to do this the kid- - j Sickness and death, it has beeu antitoxins of all sorts.
They are Mining company held at the office at
Work had to be abandoned on tbe
Kaehcapvniebean lbs
cane y
neys are sick.
computed, costs the nation $3,000,- opposed to the use of the collective the mine at
rich
beat
strike
made
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Steins
April
Ana
Dona
county,
Organ,
Backache and most kidney Ills fol- 000,000 annually, if the value of labor forces of the community to protect
was decided by the stockholders to cause of water, there being no faciliit
low."
lost as their result is capitalized. The people from the results of ignorance,
wwi tf an crurmii.
start development work at once. M. ties to handle it. C. R. Morr, the
fact that most of this sum may be superstition and deceit L'ufortunato J.
Help the kidneys do their work.
is
however,
superintendent,
working
of Park City Utah,
Doan's Kidney Pills build up weak saved by proper hygienic measures as ly, diseases, like ignorance and super Is Dailey, formerly
vice president and general mana- three shifts in a drift on the 200 foot
well as humane consideration led to stition, cannot be .successfully resls-kidneys.
of the company, having full charge level of the Beck mine. The apex
Santa Fe people endorse our claim. the formation of the Committee of ted on the principle or respecting ger
damage to the canals from the high
of
work at the mine. The of an ore chute has been encountered. water of a week
development
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St., One Hundred on National Health, to each individual's right to suffer, be. new
ago being repaired.
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a
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Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "The pub- prolong human life and to foster effi- sick and cle.
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Plans have been made
To a
several days on the project this
lic statement I gave in praise of ciency, health and happiness.
right, but It cannot be exercised begin drifting on the 175 foot level shaft
week and has just returned to El
Doan's Kidney Pills in 1902 still holds aid in its work the committee organiz- without grave danger to many other This drift
will start at the present
Ninetey-twcars of ore were ship Paso.
diseases face of the 175 foot
For four or five years I was ed an American Health League with Individuals.
Contagious
good.
200 feet ped from Lordsburg during July.
level,
Alfalfa Seed Crop.
subject to attacks of backache which many thousand members to dissemi- take effect on masses of people, and north of the main shaft At a point Thirty cars were shipped last week.
The harvesting of the alfalfa seed
were so severe that I was unable to nate health information and to bring they can only be successfully resisted about 500 feet north of the shaft it is
crop is on in earnest. The seed is
I tried various remedies said about needed health legislation.
work.
by collective action."
planned to crosscut the various leads BULK OF PEACH CROP
Tbe nation is awakening to the im
ripening very evenly and handles
to be cures for such troubles, but
maintains
an: which show surface croppings at that
The committee which
HAS BEEN MARKETED. very satisfactorily.
Many of the
nothing benefitted me until I used portance of the health situation and office at
Room 51, 105 East 22nd point.
The ore body so far develop
farmers are using special machines
Doan's Kidney Pills. They promptly the press has aided the work of the Street New York City, asks for co- ed will average over three feet in
Thousands of articles
Cars Sent From Carlsbad Yield- this season in cutting the crop. Special
proved their worth and effected a committee.
operation from all who are interested width, while at many places it will Fifty Gross
alfalfa hullers are used for threshing
Returns of $600 Per
ing
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Letters
the Memphis shipped to the El Paso
preventing disease.
been brought to the project this year.
has been gratifying that I gladly tion the committee has furnished. The' gressmen and articles and lectures on smelter In years past gave as high as
Carlsbad, N. M.. August 7, 1911. G. W. Witt, an old hand at the busi-Th- e
following editorial from the New the subject are ways in which citizens 16
recommend them."
per cent copper per ton by the carbulk of the peach crop has gone ness received a complete new outfit
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 York Journal is an example:
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Memphis to
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From Typhoid, Small Pox and
Other Filth Diseases.
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by the Economic Mining and Milling
Company, eight miles southwest of
Carrizozo. The vein has been followed
The assays show copper
2,200 feet.
carbonates and silver cnlorids averaging $10 to the ton.
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FIGHTING TYPHOID.
In fighting typhoid fever, one fallacious, widespread idea must be combated.
It is true, that the typhoid fever
germ is most frequently introduced into the human system through water.
Given a glass of water, turbid, ill
smelling taken from some river, and
a glass of water, cold, clear, taste
less drawn from a well, and ninety-nin- e
of every hundred persons, will
blame the typhoid fever to the ill- smelling, dirty water, possibly full of
insects visible to the naked eye, and
not to the clear, cold, tasteless water
from the well, and yet the latter may
be a hundred times as deadly as the
i
former.
Typhoid fever germs are propagat-- j
To
ed through the human system.
convey the germs by means of water:
those germs must first be placed into
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THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN NEW
MEXICO.

ESTABLISHED IN 1870.
"

:
: ' $150,000
Capital Stock, - :
Surplus and Undivided Profits,'
80,000

SANTA FE, N. M.

GENERAL AGENTS,

Assistant Casbier.

OF SANTA FE.

-

1-

COMPANY

E

'

Cashier.

:

FULLY PROTECTED?

IS YOUR PROPERTY

READ,

F. JHcKANE,

Santa Fe Planing Mill

'

Transacts a general banking: business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds ol personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks
in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and
foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of money to a!l
parts of the civilized HWld on as liberal terms as are given by
any money transmitting agency public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of 4 per cent,
per annum, on
six months' or years' time. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes all orders
of its patrons in the banking line, and aims to extend to them
as liberal treatment in all respects as is consistent with
safety
and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.
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Mrs, Gable and Mxs. Fischer will
noi be at home tomorrow.
District Attorney E. C. Crampton of
Raton, is a visitor in town.
E. C. Girard, the Jewelry salesman
from Cincinnati, is at the Palace.
Colonel W. S. Hopewell has gone to
San Antonio, Texas, on a visit.
S. Spitz visited the Estancia Masonic Lodge on last. Friday evening.
W. G. Hubbard and family of
Ariz., are at the Coronado hotel.
Athol A. Wynne, of the U. S. forestry Bervice, Is here from Albuquerque.
M. A. Rex, a businessman of Tucson
Arizona, is registered at the Montezd-ma- .
Bis-be-

Incorporated 1903.

BOB HARRIS PLACED
ON TRIAL FOR MURDER.

tel.
Hon. H. 0. Bursum returned to' Socorro Tuesday from a stay tu several
weeks at his sheep janches out near
Quemado. Mr. Bursum reports stock
conditions excellent in that part of the
county. Socorro Chieftain.
Mr, and Mrs. V. L. Bean and daught
er Virginia, returneu on Sunday from
El Paso, Texas, where they spent the
past week. Their many friends will
regret to learn that they have decided to locate in the Pass City in about
two weeks.
Hon. Charles M. Springer, member
of the constitutional convention' and
prominent attorney of Cimarron, Colfax county, arrived in th; city Saturday. He is at the Palace hotel. He is
a member of the territorial board of

Killed Chief of Police Craig at La Jun- I as
ta. Cftlnrarit
Month.

water commissioners,
Starkweather of the IT. S.
Hon. h. Bradford Prince returned
FOR THESE WARM DAYS
forestry service, is at the Montezuma yesterday from Denver, where he had
hotel.
been for a few days, with EHas Clark
Hon. Thomas B. Catron has return of Plaza del Alcalde, on business coned from a trip to Socorro and Albu- nected with the La Joya irrigation enquerque.
terprise on the Sebastian Martin
Attorney Hi B. Jamison, formerly grant. The work on the main ditch is
with the forest service, spent Sunday progressing favorably in charge of W.
in Santa Fe. , '
G. Turley.
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Ivie are at the
Holm, the young son of Hon. and
Palace, Mr.Ivie having returned from Mrs. H. O. Bursum, was released from
a surveying trip. .
, quarantine Wednesday, having recovAmnion Dibert came up from Estan- ered from a six weeks'
siege of scarcia on Saturday to visit his 'sister, let fever. This is the second of the
Miss Heloise Dibert:
w
children to have scarlet fever since
Hon. Geqrge Curjy, former governor last
spring and Mrs. Bursum may
of ,New, Mexico, is here from Tularosa. well feel relieved that no other mem- He is at tne Montezuma no pel.
j bers of the family. are liable to an at
Cuffs.
D. N; Hartley and CF. Hortensten-stei- n tack of tne same
aisease. Socorro
are here from Springer, Colfax Chieftain.
vuu wciiii iui
use.
.
,..
'
cdunty, on irrigation matters.
of St. Louis, the
Saunders
Flewellyn
Hon., M., R. Otero, register of the
V. S. lapd .office left today on a hustling secretary of tne Chamber of
Look Them Over.
month's vacation trip to California: Commerce of St. Louis, and' of the
A. J Frank nf ilhnniiorniu Inlan Deep Waterways Commission as usual
;
-TI
ested in the oil fields at Algodones, is spending his summer vacation on
Sandoval county, is a guest at the the upper Pecos. He came over today,
!
from Valley Ranch with Mr.' Dewey,
To Go With Them.
Montezuma.'
?!
Territorial Eneineer nhartes TV Mil. formerly of Chicago, and who has a
ler upon his return to Albuquerque financial interest in lae Valley Ranch,
from Mouhtainair went to Socorro on one of the pleasantest summer resorts
in the Southwest.
good roads work.
Misses Anne W. Fitch and Mary
Miss Maud Hancock has returned
from Estancia to spend several days Fitch returned to Socorro Sunday from
preliminary to going to Las Cruces a vacation trip of "wo weeks over the
to do institute work.
northern part of the territory. They
Miss J. Richards of Ildefonso Ja at visited several points of interest up
the Palace. .'She has come to. attend there, including Santa Fe, Taos,
s
the summer session of the School of
O. Box, 219.
canyon, etc. Monday r morning
:
Phone 36
g they went out to Water canyon to.
ft' American Archaeology.
H. Rhodes and Miss Nina Rhodes of spend the rest of the month's vacation,
St. Louis, are at the Palace.
They expecting to return to Socorro about
are visiting Santa Fe and its environs the middle of next week. Socorro
on their way to the coast.
Chieftain.
James J. Goutchey, chief deputy of
Miss Adelaide Green, daughter of
the Internal Revenue office here, left Captain Green, left for San Francisco
Saturday evening for his home in 111!- Friday morning to join her mother,
nois to spend three weeks.
who has been 111. Mrs. Green has ImSuperintendent of Public Instruc- proved rapidly and Is looking forward
tion J. E. Clark has returned from with
REAL
pleasure to her home coming.
Mountainair.
He went by way of Es Their
many iriends will be glad to weltancia and returned by way of Albu- come them home. Miss Green
reports
ESTATE
querque.
having had a very 'pleasant visit in
A. M. Benjamin, W. Gattes, J. WalOF
there were many dinners glvJ
lace Hasseltine, D. H. Galles, James Gallup,
en in honor of MisS' Green and Miss
BUSINESS
L. Hubbell,. and John Hubbell, were a
O'Brennan white the were here. We
party tf Albuquerqueans, who spent hope the
popular young ladies will fain
Santa
Fe.
yesterdaj
vor us with another visit in the near
W. M. H. Woodyard, a former resi- fmure. McKinley County
ReDublican,
dent Of Santa Fe, who went from here
John H. Marshall of the road deparv
to .Silver City and thence into Mexico,
ment of the Barber, Asphalt Paving
where he has been manager of mining
Company is in Santa Fe to look after
properties, is visiting in this city.
the paving of East Palace avenue.
E.
Robert
Dietz, W. F. Sanders and
O.C.WATS0N&CO.
A. B. Renehan and W. A. Bayer
E. E. Dewey who are spending the
made an automobile trip to Albuquen
119 San Francisco St,
que yesterday.
SANTA FE, - - - N. M.
Emery Marshall of Mogollon is vis..'A
iting relatives in the city.
Second Lieutenant Jacob Safford of
KAUNE
GO. Company F, First Regiment New
Mexico National Guard, has returned
from Camp Mills where he has been
holding up Santa Fe's reputation on
the rifle team.
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Rings, Brooches, Pendants, Neck Chains, Bracelets.
No style gift more desirable, for your Eastern friends,
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This elegant Stock of onepiece Dresses

Saturday

AT SUCH PRICES

GUTIERREZ, PROP.

Phone

49

Main

is an opportunnity you will not have
again this summer.

v

Phone 49 Main

Parlor Market W.
and Grocery
guaranteed. Nothing
but the best the market affords for sale. We
still adhere to our old
policy first established
by us of

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
work entrusted to our care handled personally and with a view to please.
IIICT DEf CIVEn A new lot of beautiful CHIF-JUIVLtCIVCU FONEERS and DRESSERS.
AH

Ol

j

Kansas City

LOOK THEM OVER.
Corn-Fe- d

Exquisite Designs of

Home-Dresse-

China.

d

FURNITURE CO.

AKERS-VVAGNE- R

Veal and Lamb.

Poultry, Fresh

d

Fish, Fruits and Vegetables

Look at the Window

SCHILLING'S BEST COFFEE, TEAS,
BAKING

POWDER

AND

EXTRACTS

The SATINE and SILK UNDERSKIRTS
the latest and nobbiest patterns

Money Refunded if Not Satisfactory.

LAUGHLIN BLOCK,
214 Don Gasper Avenue.

I

WM. D. ARRIGHI

They are Moving Fast.

l ADOLPH

PROPRIETOR.

SELMAN
S

The
Little Drug

X X

DRY

GOODS

XXXXXXXXXX

Containing 1 ,000 Bearing Trees, v
Best of Ditches and Water Right

Store
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If

If you are considering an investment we can
demonstrate that this is ONE of the BEST.
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With
the Best
Goods at the

Santa

Right Price
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Phone Black
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Abstract, Realty
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No.

Insurance Agency.

FALL MILLINERY,
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BUTT BROS- - CO.,
"Always Reliable"
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PLACES
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SOLE AGENTS
FORS

SEIectlic Stoves?

Santi Fe Water and Light Company
J

CO.

Tesuque Valley Fruit Ranch

:

Water Heaters an4 Percclatert

Hand-painte-

Beef, Pork, Mutton,

'

i

NIOUS

.

CO.

The place where satis
faction is absolutely

Electric Irons That Stay Hot
.

4

N. TOWNSEND

,

.

WIRE

1

TO

$1.50

Groceries
&

SOLE --AGENTS
Tasters

$1.25

:1

Dally. 6 Loaves Fine Bread. 25c

Vegetables

I

Ladies'
Ika3m

i

5.85.

Confectionery. Fruits and
Fresh Cream Puffs Wednesday

at

;
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FRESH BREAD AND CAKE

J.P.Steed'&Son
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PLAZA BAKERY
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Great Northern pfd, 130;
ison, 109
New York Central, 106
Northern
Pacific , 125
Reading, 153; Southern Pacific, 118
Union Pacific, m
1S2
steel, 753-8- , pfd., 117.
St. Louis, Mo Aug. 7. Lead firm

it

-

to
Strppt
Dressesj $14.00

and Far Betwten.

ed considerable short covering, af er
which the market settled down to a
IT
IS
OUR LEADER sure period ot dullatexpectancy and became
Best of Beds
Best of Food
midday.
heavy again
Cold
Pure Spring Water
is-- -a
...
.-.
rid why ? Because On the curb,' Standard Oil fell to
,,..
within a point of last week's low point
No Invalids
$15 a Week
no better Flour , can be on offerings
of 150 shares. .
Creeks Pecos aind Mora Rivers, Holy (Jhost, Willow andf-BeBonds were easy..
or
made
bought
'
any , The annual report of the St. Paul
-Write' Pecos
Telejraph Clorfeta
road showing a deficit of $3,300,000
price.
after payment of fixed charges and
dividends, and was used as the basis
X XX XX
We also have'
Flour," a of a fresh attack on prices from which
High Grade Colorado Millio; that is the list; recovered with surprising vigCARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
or hut the market grev increasingly
a leader in its class.
dull, business diminishing to. merely
CARPENTERS
.,
SIGN WRITING
ronuiial proportions. ANI CABINET MAKERS.
DAILY IECEIPTS OF
Market Recovers.
.
First Class Wirk Guaraiteed
New York) Aug. 7. The market
closed strong. The buying coupled
FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
with short covering, sent prices to
' SIGN PAITING NEATLY DONE.
the top level of the day in the final
hour. The especial features of strength
PAUL P. LACASSACNE
1
' " All VarK Guaranteed. '
were the Hill and Harriman stocks,
f
36f Sai Francisco
pkoie. Red 115
Reading, Illinois Central, St. Paul,
Street
.
American
Copper,
KAUNE
If you want anything on earth m
CO. Amalgamated
Smelting, U. S. Steel, American Beet
ia New Mexican 'Want Art. k
Sugar and General Electric.

xx xx,xxxx

sugar,
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SWEEP

$4.50

Wall Street Exceedingly
Dull and
Heavy and Trades Were Few
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, N. Y., Aug 7. Trading
fell off in a marked manner before
noon and the level reached on the ra;-Iof the first hour was only partly
maintained. The character of the support offered to certain Issues imped-

Boss

Open May 15th. for the Fishing Season

',

CLEAN

SALE THIS WEEK

MONtY
METAL9.
New York, Aug. 7. Prime paper, 4
Mexican dollars, 4oc; call
(R4
monev steady 2
1.2

ST. PAUL ROAD SH0W3
DEFICIT OF $3,300,000.

comes to Santa Fe then
you buy our
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Kima i nier or foiice Craig and Mght
Marshal Jake Kipper of. Rocky Ford,
early in July, was placed on trial - his
morning. The entire morning was
spent in excusing 23 jurors who are
now residents of the new county of
Crowley, this being done to avoid any
legal complications which might re-
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Large Stock of Leather Belts.SFI IGUalJ RRnq
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summer at the Valley Ronch arrived
in the city Saturday to spend a few
days. They are at the Montezuma ho

PERSONAL MENTION
H. U Cortney was up from Socorro

M.
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Electric Curling; Irons
Electric Chafing Dishes
Electric
Tea Pots
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UNLESS GOOD CITIZEN.

Weak Heart

Many people suffer from wcS hearts. They may experi
ence shortness of breath on exeii.- - oao v toe bean,
or dizzy feelings, oppressed breathing miter meats or their
eyes become blurred, their heart is not sufficiently strong
to pump blood to the extremities, and they have cold hands
and feet, or poor appetite because of weakened blood supply
to the stomach. A heart tonic and alterative should be taken
which has no bad
t.
Such is Or. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery, which contains no dangerous narcotic
nor alcohol.
The Ingredients, as attested under oath, are Stone root (Colllnsonla Cuudea- -

Patriotism is Not Merely Singing "My
Country

Tis of Thee," Say
Roosevelt.

Colonel Theodore Roosevelt, focmet
'president of tne United' States and
make a man respectable today.
It
THE AUTOMOBILE
vice president of thin Boy
GENERAL OFFICES RATON NEW MEXICO.
does not recommend him for a respon- honorary
Buy me an auto she cried In tears
Scouts of America, has writtem en
sible position. It does not entitle him
A big red auto with lots of geers
article on citizenship for the New
(Read Up)
In effect Sept, 1st 1910
(Read Down)
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saya that
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helps the stomach to assimilate or take up the proper elements from the food,
Go soak them dearie with Uncle Ike tion does not want him handling its fr
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Thompson
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and many uncomthereby helping digestion and curing dyspepsia, heart-bur- n
31
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and vitalizing. Stick to this safe and sane remedy, and refuse ell " just as good "
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An nn rail in a drunk, to tne Doys worm more ana more
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offered by the druggist who is looking for a larger profit. Nothing
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medicines
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en physician if we care much for the tne Golden Rule.
but Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery will do you half as much good.
go
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9 06 ....
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They fed it gas and they
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to see that gangs of toughs do not
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impossible
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even
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judges on the bench. You can go right boys that the qualities of a good scout
his clothes
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And scratched the skin all. off his nose ahead and elaborate on that just as make for success in business and
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ges upon them the importance of un- His clothes were out in front and
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and
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selfishness, gentleness, strength and
Where Will You Find Them?
Miss Hill City.
country more beautiful and not more
qOonnects ai Colfax with E. P. A S. W. Ry, train both Northland South.
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a practical scheme through
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He found that the auto was not the loon. When the little ones are cry-- which to impart a proper standard and they must try to develop the same
Mr. and Mrs. G. F. McNltt, Jr., City,
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of the Interior,
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thorough investigation will be made
to make sure that no boy who pretends to bea ood Scout is seeking
distinction through stage play.
Re
cently in Brooklyn a deed of heroism
by a Boy Scout was reported. It was
Scout had. rescued an
,aid that the
other boy from drowning. Investiga
tion showed however, that the boy

staged a rescue

August Session.
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some may imagine.
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exhe
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advertising
volume
of
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the
panded
so
the
that
apbusiness,
pearance of a competitor
has less effect than it
otherwise might have. A
new competitor may be
able to get a few of the
merchant's customers, but
cannot reach that great
mass of them who have
been patrons through years
as a result of his wide

For hearing August 22nd.
Ursinius Sidney Bateman, Appellant, vs. Julius J. Gitte,
et. al., Appellees, (Chaves.)
L. B. Howey et al., Appellees, vs. E. R. Goesler, et al.,
Appellants (Eddy.)
J. L. House, Appellee, vs. W. H. Hittson, Appellant,
(Curry.)
i

--

... For
hearing August 23rd.
Thomas Howard and Louis J. Destree, a corporationship
doing business under the firm name of Howard &
Destree, Appellees, vs. B. L. Kitchell et al., Appellants, (Curry.)
W. W. Shoucair, Appellant, vs. North-Britis- h
and Mercantile Ins. Co. of London and Edinburg, Appellee
(Curry.)
W. D. McBee, Appellee, vs. Pat O'Connell et al., Appellants, (Curry.)
For hearing August 24th.
Territory of New Mexico, Appellee, vs. Jim Walker, Appellant, (Chaves.)
Territory of New Mexico, Appellee, vs. Oscar F. Cheaney,
Appellant, (Roosevelt. )
City of Roswell, Appellee, vs. Eastern Railway of New
Mexico, Appellant, (Chaves.)
For bearing August 25th.
Mary E. Collins, Appellant v. L. B. Schump et al.,
Appellees, (Quay.)
Territory of New Mexico, Appellee vs. Edward McNabb,
Appellant, (Guadalupe.)
Territory of New Mexico, Ex Rel. J. J. Aragon, Appellant, vs. The Board of County Commissioners Lincoln
County, N. M. Appellee, (Lincoln.)
For hearing August 28th.
G. W. Bond, et al., vs. Unknown Heirs of Juan Barela,
deceased, et al., Appellees, (Socorro.)
James McVeigh, Appellant, vs. A. C. Viegh, and L. L.
Summers, & Co., a corporation, Appellees, (Sierra.)
Valentina Chaves de Padilla, sole surviving parent of
Antonio Padilla, deceased, Appellee, vs. A. T. & S.
F. Ry. Co. Appellant, (Valencia.)
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Dougerty, et al., Appellees,
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Riper, Appellant, (Socorro.)
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BOY SCOUTS TO

PROSECUTE POT HUNTERS.

Say

vs. Fannie F. Van

who have millions of dollars at stake in the con
forest-owner-

test, are as a rule terribly apathetic

one-tent- h

Man

Mr.' Van Camp.

eighty-onejrear-

ooocococoococoooococooocoo

bob-whi-

Advertise your goods where
you have them for sale.

bob-whit-

bob-whit-
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The Mystery In Advertising.
Is commonly thought that advertising is a mysterious thing that
makes some people rich and some
poor, whereas, in my opinion, the
term advertising was merely coined
to conveniently differentiate the written from the spoken word.
It is, therefore, purely and simply
salesmanship, and no man has yet
risen to ask the why and wherefore
H. T. Morof vending merchandise.
gan In Springfield (111.) Sews.

five-yea-

It

.

-

this arrangement great incentive hereafter will be given to the boys, who
uave become ;
Scouts to
regulate their play and their work in
a manner that not only will win commendation from their local councils
but from the National Court of Honor.
The National Court of 'Honor wlU
investigate an reports of heroic deeds
of Boy Scouts. It will receive the testimony of y witnesses of the deed
and bravery of the boys and will de
cide whether and what ort of a medal the boy is entitled to, In an cases

Why Irish Millionaires Are Scarce.
In a classification of millionaires by
nationalities it will be found that
Irishmen are very far down on the
list. Why this should be so may seem
bard to understand at first. The
Irishman,
generally
speaking, possesses more than average intelligence.
He is an excellent workman and a
capable business man. Hut the tact
remains that he rarely becomes a millionaire.
Rev. Francis X. McCabe, president
of De Paul university, Chicago, has
offered an Interesting solution. He
says the fault, if It can be called a
fault. Is in the IriBhmau's heart, not
in his brain or business acumen. The
Irishman Is so generous toward bis
fellow men that he has little chance
to accumulate millions for himself.
"Irish generosity is a bar to the
Irish millionaire," Is the way that
President McCabe puts it. "That is
why there are not nearly so many
millionaire Irishmen as there are millionaires of other individual nationalities.
"The Irish are always looking on
the bright side of things to come, not
only for themselves but for otbers as
well. They have carried with them
always a spirit of optimism. They
a people ot deep religious
convictions and faith. They have done
an important work in the building up
of the civilization of the world."
And, after all has been said and
done, this may be better than becoming mere millionaires.

or Other

in this year the western miner retired from business and began to
think of his old home and his family.
Then he Inserted the advertisement,
which was seen by some of his former
acquaintances and forwarded to the
clergyman at his summer home at
Martha's Vineyard.

g

'

Business

Power of Advertising,
Mainly through the efficacy of a
little advertisement in a Hartford
newspaper two long separated broth-er- f
have been reunited after the lapse
of sixty years. The principals in the
reunion are Rev. Dr. Edgar F. Clark
of Providence, R. L, formerly of Taunton, and Edwin Clark of Butte, Mont,
s
who is now
old. Early

x

counts of oorvstewardsbip.
"Today, thousands of busy men and
women are working hard, and at times
remfighting hard, to preserve the
nant of our bird and mammals, and
avoid the bitter necessity of turning
over to the boys and girls of 1950 a
blrdless, gameleas continent We araS
viMir hlrfhrieht
we found It to the fields and wood,!
and ion the waters. Opposed to the
army of the defense Is the mighty
host which constitutes the army of destruction. The farmers frult-gro-

and

Writing in the New York Commercial, Frank Van Camp, of baked bean
fame, says:
"When a man advertises he is
generally supposed to use newspapers,
magazines, street car signs, billboards,
wall signs or circulars, or to demonstrate, or distribute samples.
"In my opinion, every business man,
sither retailer, jobber or manufactur-sr-,
advertises, but many of them are
apparently unconscious of the fact.
"A retailer could save rent by having his store in a back alley, but
wishing to attract the attention of a
greater number of people, he locates
on a prominent street and charges
the excess rent to general expenses,
rather than to his advertising account,
where it properly belongs. When a
merchant moves from a side street to
a prominent
thoroughfare, it is because he wants to advertise. When a
merchant puts- - a sign over his door
or uses a show window to display his
wares, he Is advertising. When the
clerk behind the counter displays
goods that have not been asked for by
the prospective customer, he is advertising. The merchant who removes
his business from the country village
to the county seat, the man who
moves from the county seat to the
city, the manufacturer who increases
als sales force from one man to ten,
the man who extends his business
From the local field to his state, from
state to the national market, has in
mind the extension of his field of operation, the seeing and talking with
more people in other words, advertising.
"I say again, every merchant and
manufacturer advertises and believes
In advertising, as without it in some
form no business could survive for a
year.
"Any kind of an announcement by
a merchant or a manufacturer that he
has merchandise for sale or trade is
advertising, but the announcement
may be good, bad or indifferent, and
may be profitable or unprofitable."

Makes when it comes to active fighting. They
Anileave it to the sportsmen, the natumal Life of America.
and the Auralists, the nature-loverdubon Societies, to save the lives of
William T. Hornaday, director of the birds that work to protect the
the Zoological Park, the Bronx, N. Y. crops and forests from destruction.
has issued an appeal to the Boyj They do not give this cause
Scouts to protect the birds and wild of the active aid that their own indusanimals of the country. He urg33 trial interests demand!
"I call upon the Boy Scocuts of
them to refrain from killing wild
birds and animals and to watch sharp- America to enlist in the Army of the
ly for the violations of the game laws Defense. I call upon them to watch
and to help to bring such violators sharply for violations of the laws
to punishment. His reason is that protecting wild birds and mammals,
unless something is done Quickly all and to help in bringing violators to
the game animals ' and birds will be Just punishment. In a case of violation, a citizen complainant is just as
exterminated.
"I have an important message," necessary as a policeman. The boys
he writes to the Boy Scouts, "to give of America have it in their power to
in behalf of those who cannot speak render services of incalculable value
to the wild creatures that are so defor themselves.'
"All the wild birds and mammals fenseless against the terribly deadly
of this continent are in danger of ex- modern firearms, nets and dynamite.
and poachers once
termination, within our own times. I If the
know that this is a sweeping state- find that the Boys of America are afment; and to reach the bleaching ter them, to prosecute them when
herds they deserve it, they will fear them
bones of slaughtered musk-oin the far north, and the wrecked more than they fear the few paid game
egret rookeries of Venezuela, it needs wardens!
"In the United States, conditions
to he so.
'
"The rage for the slaughter of have terribly changed. Thirty years
was
so
was
bo
game
before
ago,
wild creatures never
plentiful that It was
fierce as now. The lust for killing right to kill it Today it is so fear
fully scarce that there are few places
seems to be universal.
men are ransacking the most remote in which it is right to kill it, even
and Inaccessible regions of the earth, under .the law and a license! . My last
in order to find something new to kill. bird was killed ten years ago; and 1
Everywhere among the wild creatures, never again will shoot another. It is
civilized man Is running 'amok,' like now impossible for me to do so with
a clear conscience. For five straight
the mad Malays, crying, 'Kill kill!'
"In the United States there are years I have not heard the call of a
shot-- ,
until yesterday; yet I have
owned today over 10,000,000
guns, and at least 1,000,000 of them been much in the open. In New York
e
has been nearly
are used every year. The hunting state, the
licenses will prove that Every year, exterminated, by legal hunting! The
the wood
In round numbers, 600,000 new shot- gray squirrel, the
guns are sold in North America, and cock, snipe and wood duck are enr
close season, ev775,000,000 new cartridges are made. titled to a
Of the new shotguns sold each year, erywhere save in Florida and the
It is estimated that 97,000 of them Carolines, where they still are fairly
are automatic and pump 'guns, firing plentiful.
The executive board of the Boy
from five to plx show witnout reloading most unfair and unsportsman- Scouts of America has voted to establike weapons to use against the piti- lish a National Court of Honor. This
commission will award medals to the
fully small remnant of wild life.
"The men : of today hold that the boys for deeds of heroism. It will
wild life of America is not ours,, to also supervise the work of the Courts
dispose of as we please. We holdwhoIt of Honor of the Local Councils in the
different cities and towns which
in trust, for the benefit of those
will come after us, and audit our ac award merit badges to the boys.-- ' By

Director of oological Garden
Plea for Preservation of

Merchant

ADVERTISING

Does It In 8ome Form

,

No.

By his adver-

tising he has led the people
to form the habit of buying
at his store. Habits are
not so easily broken up as

For hearing August 18th.
Caledonian Coal Company, Appellant vs. Rocky Cliff
Coal Mining Co. et al., Appellees, (McKinley.)
Caledonian Coal Company, Appellee, vs. Rocky Cliff
Coal Mining Co. et al., Appellants (McKinley.)
Joseph Brown Oliver et al., Appellants, vs. Jose Enri- quez, Appellee, (Dofia Ana.)
For hearing August 21st.
John H. McKnight, Appellee, vs. El Paso Brick Company, a corporation, Appellant, (Dofia Ana.)
Territory of New Mexico, Appellee, vs. Silvestre Torres,
Appellant, (Union.)
James Goode et als., Appellants, vs. Colorado Investment & Loan Company, Appellee, (Union.)

No'. 1392.

act

Advertising is the insurance which the shrewd
merchant carries to prevent the disturbance of his
business by the sudden appearance of a competitor

Must Keep People Informed.
Before a representative body of
business men at New Orleans recently, Gordon Swift, manager for R. Q.
Dun ft Co., in that city, remarked:
Is rated largely upon
MA merchant
the amount of Judicious advertising he
torn." Giving as his reason for this
Mr. Swift further states that no merchant can last long in any line of
business who doesn't keep the public
weU informed as to what he has to

"The Freedom

fraternal Societies

map was begun by Commandant Pola-chMASONIC.
who used Chalens. the home of
Montezuma
Lodge
the famous flying school of Mour- No. 1, A. F. & A. M
melon, as the first subject. It Is the
Regular communiairman's map of this country that has
cation
first Monday
In
six
just appeared. Printed brightly
of each month a'
colors. Is corresponds with what an
at
Masonic - Hall
aviator would see of the country be7.30.
low b!ni If he were flying at a height
H. H. DORMAN,
of 600 feet. Roads are shown by a
x
Master
white line; woods and forests by
.
splashes of green; the ups and downs CHAS. E. LINNET!. Secreta.-yof the land by shading
light for a
Santa Fe Chapter No.
low elevation, dark for a high one;
cities and towns stand out in red.
1, R. A. M. Regular
convocation second
Wind mills, church towers, factory
Monday of each month
chimneys, telegraph wires, and even
tall and isolated trees are Indicated
at Masonic Hall a
s
much in the same way as are
7:30 p. m.
on a mariner's map. Spots
JOHN H. WALKER.
where It is dangerous to land owing
H. P.
to the uneven land are marked with ARTHUR SEL1GMAM, Secretary.
red crosses for the airman to avoid.
It is proposed to rontlnue the work
Santa Fe Commanderj
pvfOSai
and map the entire country of France
No. 1, K. T. Regular
in this way for the benefit of pleasconclave fourth Man
v ass
ure seeking airmen and for the govday in each month at
?
ernment's convenience as well.
Mannnin Hall at 7: SO
p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C.
This Fish 8tory Is Quite True.
"It's gospel truth," said the cabin W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
boy of the submarine Nautilus. "We
were down somewhere near the botSanta Fe ixdge of
tom of the ocean, and I was peeping
Perfection No. 1, 14!.h
through the porthole when I saw a
degree. Ancient and Aclittle fish not much bigger than a red
cepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
herring swallow a fish three times its
own size. The herring looked mighty the third Monday of each month
uncomfortable and unshapely after It at 7:30 o'clock In the evening In
got the big fish all gulped down, but Masonic Hall, south side ot Plaza.
that's what happened just as sure as Visiting Fcotish Rite Masons are corI am standing here."
(
dially invited to attend.
The Nautilus of Jules Verne's creaS. G. CARTWRIGHT,
32.
tion met with many wonderful ad
Venerable Master.
ventures during its voyages made fa- HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
mous in "Twenty Thousand Leagues
Secretary.
Under the Sea." Much that happened
Still, the
verged on the Impossible.
P. O. E.
cabin boy may have told the truth all
Santa QFe Lodge No.
the same, for a deep sea fiBh has
460, B. P. O. E. holds
been discovered that swallows other
its regular session on
fish actually larger than
Itself.
the second and fourth
Chtasmondon nlger is the scientific
ot each
Wednesday
name of this deep, sea pig. It has formonth. Visiting brothmidable teeth, a mouth of enormous
ers are inviteu and
capacity and a stomach of such
welcome.
that nothing less than a
CARL A. BISHOP.
whale seems too big for it to swallow.
Exalted Ruler.
In the accompanying illustration, from J. D. SENA,
Secretary.
two
views
of
Harper's Magazine,
chiasfodon nlger are Bhown, indicating the distended appearance of the
fish after a hearty meal. The meal,
;t will be noticed, must have been
several times larger than the meaier.

WANTS

i,

AD-ISM- S.

Appellee.

No.

!

useless In the London Mail flight from
ExParis to the eastern frontier.
perimenting in the making of a new

The members
of the National
Court of Honor have not yet ber
selected by the executive board.

Examination of Applicants for Admission to the Bar.
Territory of New Mexico, Appellee, vs. Otto Ejles, Appellant, (Santa Fe.)
For hearing August 16th.
1380. A. Straus, Appellant, vs. W. L. Foxworth, Appellee,
(Quay.)
1383. Edgar Anddrews, Appellant, vs. The Rio Grande Live
Stock Co. et al., Appellees, (Santa Fe.)
1388. Tina Haffner Retsoh, Appellee, vs. A. B. Renehan, Appellant, (Santa Fe.)
For hearing August 17th.
1389. The Territory of New Mexico, Appellee vs. Melvin W.
Mills, et al. Appellants, (Santa Fe.)
1390. Territory of New Mexico, Ex Rel. The Childrens' Home
Society a corporation Appellee, vs. W. G. Sargent,
etc. Appellee, (Santa Fe.)
1411. L. Current, et al., Appellants vs. Citizens Bank of Aztec,

No.

mt
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of the City."
of presenting

The ceremony
the
freedom of the city as an honor arose
in the middle ages, when such right
was not acquired by mere domicile.
No stranger could move into a mediaeval town and go into business, his
own gainful occupation or the civic
activities. First, he must become enrolled in the guild of his trade, then
he had to undergo an apprenticeship
of full seven years before he could be
admitted to its livery; then only and
thus only could be arrived at the freedom of his city. As a reward for high
deeds these medieval city republics
sometimes conferred on such strangers
as had served them well the freedom
of the city by solemn act ot the bur
gesses and liveries without the ap
prenticeship of servitude. Every such
recipient of a city's freedom became
at once a burgess free to dwell, free
to engage in trade, free to vote for the
civic rulers and to aspire to the civic
chair. The key was the visible sign
of this freedom the city gates, closed
at sunset against the etranger and
the foe, opened to the burgess key at
all hours, as the door of his own
home.
The Parasol In England.
The parasol, as we are reminded by
St. Vincent's coronation gift of one
to the queen, is another of the insig
nia of royalty, which do not appear to
have been used in Europe. For the
royal umbrella was always a sua
shae, and had nothing whatever to do
with rain. Egyptian sculpture shows
us the use of the umbrella by various
potentates at a very early date, while
as late as 1855 the king ot Burma
showed his respect for the governorgeneral by adderesslng him as "reign
ing over the great umbrella-wearinchiefs." Even in Europe man seems
to have thought first ot protection
against the sun. Montaigne mentions
the use of sunshades In Italy, but as
soon as the sunshade reached Eng
land is became an umbrella, with no
remembrance of "umbra" "shade."
-

g

The First Coffee In England.
was at Balliol college, Oxford,
that coffee was first drunk in Eng
land, and there not by an Englishman
but by an embryo Greek bishop, John
Evellyn writes in his diary: "There
came in my tyme to the college one
Nathaniel Conoplos out of Greece, who
returning many years after, was
made Bishop of Smyrna. He was the
first I ever saw drink coffee, which

It

custom came not into England till 30
years after." Evelyn apparently con
sidered the coming of coffee to have
been the most important episode of
his undergraduate days next to the
quarrels between his tutor and the
cantankerous master. .

The Austrian 8tate Coach.
The emperor of Austria owns the
most beautiful state coach In exist
ence. Its proportions are perfect and
the finish of the moldings and carv
ings are exquisite. It was built in
1696, and is shaped with all the curves
which distinguish Louis Quatorze 'fur
niture, straight lines being carefully
avoided. The panels are adorned with

ronm tent

FOR. SAI.K fir rrnt. thrf-house, Frank Andrews.

FOR SALE Horse and buggy foj
A bargain. Call at New Mexseje.
ican.
FOR RENT Six roomed brick cot.
tage. Bath, range, light. O. C. Wat.
son & Co.
FOR SALE A second hand rubber
tired run about with single harness.
Apply New Mexican office.

Jlght-house-

a

Br

Filling Up the Earth.
The preliminary figures of the census taken last year in Germany, which
give a total population of the empire
of 64,896,831, as compared with
in 1905, sLow a rate of increase ot 7.02 per cent., a falling off of
0.56 per cent, per decade, the greatest decennial rate of increase Is 30
per cent in Australasia, North America following with 20 per cent, South
America 15 per cent., Africa 10 per
cent., and Asia at the bottom of the
list with six per cent For the who!e
earth the mean decennial rate of
is 8 per cent, and at this rate
the 28,000,000 square miles comprising
the fertile regions of the earth whlclj
Ravenstein computed can only sup
port 207 persons per square mile
will have their maximum population
of 5,994,000,000 persons In the year
This estimate allows 14 per2,072.
sons per square mile in the 18,000,000
square miles of steppes and deserts.

platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewrites
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex-

guar-autee- d.

PROFESSIONAL

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
PAUL A. F. WALTER

j

J. NEIS,
Secretary.

Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe,

C. W. G. WARD
Territorial- District Attorn y
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Las Vegas,
New Mexico.
-

E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-

Practice in the District and Supreme Courts.
Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
Banta Fe,

in.

i

lsmT

G. W. PRICHARD

Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice in all the District Court
ind gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Office: Laughlln Blk, Santa Fe, N. M.
HARRY O. MOULTON
Attorney-at-La-

F. W. FARMER
Homestead

No.

2879.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Secon
Meets

and Fourth Thurs
Delgado's
days,
HalL

H. Foreman,
C. G. Richie, Cor.
Sec. Mrs. Daisy

Fanner.

N. M.

Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
WILLIAM McKEAN
Attorney-at-La-

and Land

Mining
Taos,

Law.
New Mexico.

Chas. R. Essie
Chss. F. Easley.
EA8LEY A EA8LEY.
Attorneys at Law.

Practice in the courts and before

Land Department
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe Camp Santa Fe. N. M., branch Office Estan-ciN. W. A.
13514,
N. M.
meets second TuesH. U ORTIZ,
day each month, so

PROBERT & COMPANY
Investments
Lat ds, Mines, Bonds. A Stocks.
Money Loaned for Investors
We have for sale general stocks of
Retail Lumber Yard
Merchandise,
and other Businens Opportunities
throughout Taos county.
Bank References Furnished

August 2nd to 13th.
ROUND TRIP RATE,

$7.30

From Santa Fe.

Dates of Sale,

July 31st to Aupst 12th.
Return limit, September 2

1911. One and

New Mexico.

DR. C. M. RILEY,
Veterinary Physician and Surgeon.
Graduate of McKillep's
Veterinary
College of Chicago.
Work ol All Kinds Solicited.

Dentistry a Specialty
East side of plaza, comer
ot Frisco and Shelby Sts.
Office:

.

N.'M.

DR.

Phone

J.

Red 138.

M. DIAZ,

RESIDENCE, CAPITOL PLACE
Phone, 21 6 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA

Phone, 220 Black
I to 3 P. M.

OFFICE HOURS.

W. M. SHERIDAN,
Genito-lrinar- y

M. D.,

Diseases.

,

THE WASSERMAN & NOOUCHI
TEST5. 5ALVARSAN "606"
ADMINISTERED.

re'

from all other points in New
Mexico and EI Paso, Texas.
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.

Chemical and Microscopical Examinations of blood, sputum, urine
and gastric contents. Directions
for collecting specimens given on
application.
State

The New MencKB TTraan
eoss
pan? has prepared cfvn and criminal
dockets especially for the use of Justices of the peace. They are especially ruled, with printed headings. In
either 8panlsb or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound, with leather back and
covers and canvas sides, hall tali
Index In front and the toes ot Justice
of the peace and constables printed
In full on, the first page. The pages
are 18
Inches. These books are
madeup in civi) and criminal docketa-enara- t
of M pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound in one
book, 80 pages civil and 820 psges
criminal To introdaoa them they an
offered at the following nrioM

Nat. Bank

Bldf, Albuquerque,

N.M

...............

Civil or Criminal
$.T
Combined Civil and CrfntUfM . , 4.0f
For f cents aifaona! for a single
dockt, or 65 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mail or prepaid express. Cash In
full must accompany
order. BtaU
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading la wasted.
Do not allow your kidney and blad
der trouble to develop beyond the
reach of medicine. Take Foley Kid
ney Pills. They give quick results
and stop Irregularities with surprising promptness. For sale by all

V

V1

V:'V(V

"ft.

t-

;

:
--

:.li

i
'

-.

,'-

-

,

w

Taos,

Mountainair

a,

Attorney and Counsellor-at-LaPracticing before all the courts in
the Territory.
- New Mexico
Santa Fe

Assembly

1

New Mexico

-

Santa Fe,

Chautauqua

?

New Mexico

HOLT & SUTHERLAND t
Attorneys
Practice in tje Distri Court as
well as before the Supreme Court of
he territory.
Las Cruces,
New Mexico.

i

FLORENCE RISING,
England's One Archprlest.
Recorder.
England possesses one, and only one,
archprlest. He is the rector of Hao
combe, in Devonshire, who will be
found duly credited with the title of
"archprlest" in "Crockford." The archpriest of Haccombe can claim the
right to wear lawn sleeves, to sit next
to the bishop of Exeter at all public
functions, and to be exempt from all
"visitations," except those of an arch
bishop; but the present rector claims
Immunity only from his archbishop's
visitation. The office of archprlest
must be of immense antiquity, because
MOUNTAINAIR,
It is found among the Copts of Egypt
who seceded from the rest of Chris
tendom In the fifth century.

la Beat Protection.
Advertising of the right kind Is
greater protection for an article than
any patent ever granted. Almost every marketable article can be imltat.
nymphs In the style of Rubens, in ed, reproduced, substituted or Infringdeed, the custodian Informs those pri ed, but the one article In every lln
vileged to view the coach that they that Is best known and best fixed In
are the work of Rubens. If Peter the public favor la that which is best adpainter had not died 66 years before vertised, regardless of whether it la
the coach was built his statement tha.orlalnal article of Its kind or not
would be believed. It is more comfortable conveyance, too, than the
The Cleverest Thing.
British state coach, being hung upon
"Don't you think my daughter very
well balanced springs.
clever? She can do Just what she likes
with the piano."
. Unique Msp Made for Aviators.
"H'm; can she shut it, do yon
Aviation has made such advances
within the last year that it aow takes think." Pele Mele.
rank with yachting and automoblllng
In that special maps, maps for air
Matter of Preference.
men only, have been published.
"Luther Burbank Is reported to be
The aviator's map, the only com- looking for a downless peach."
plete one In existence, was published
"According to some poets, a 'peach
In Paris a short time ago, was drawn with down on her cheeks Is the
only
up by the army geographical depart- kind worth while."
ment and Is evidence of the value set
upon aeroplanes by the French war
office.
The new map was drawn to
Appropriate Guardian.
sllenc the complaints of the airmen ' "What kind of a dog would you reo
who declared that previous maps were oanmend for my hennery?"
should recommend a setter.1
tnoomnlat and were Utile better than

....

I

President

is..

C.

Visiting

"We're In a terrible plight Our
cook left last week."
"Can't you get another?"
She
"No; that's the trouble.
wouldn't give us a recommendation."

CAHDS

GEO. W. PRICHARD.

man-slayer- ),

A Serious Matter.

Phone 231.

change,

Independent Order of Beavers.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. hold
Its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
ers are always welcome.

Branding Criminals In England.
The branding of criminals, which s
judge suggests might advantageously
cial meeting tUrd
be revived for the benefit of deported
at Elks
Tuesday
1
In
abolished
was
England
aliens,
Hall. Viating neigh
1778.
Until then, this punishment bors welcome.
was Inflicted In open court, generally
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul
in the presence of the judge, the necQHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
iron
the
brand,
essary Implements
the chafing dish, and the iron grapper
Santa Fe Camp No.
for keeping the hand steady being
667S, R. N. A. meets
always in readiness. The usual brand
was an "R" applied to the left shoulfourth Tuesday of
der. Child stealing, etc. however,
each month; sowere at one time punished by brandcial meeting third
ing the offender with "R" on the
Tuesday at Elks'
shoulder (for rogue), "M" on the right
Hall.
and "T"
shoulder (for
neighbors welcome
on the left hand (for thief).
NETTIE VICKROY,

-

TYPEWRITERS.

adjusted and repaired. New

Cleaned,

'J
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Sondes a shnman living on the Xew York Sun Rome has eliminated interest Mr. and Mrs, Kidder's many ; parents, scores ot the relatives and
Yeso
Chaves count?,, was bitten by a December 8th from the feasts of the friends in Santa Fe, where they spent IXrcUUS UL 111V bUUllt? UAillUft .V
nail finnwn hp
last winter.
their felicitation.
Many preuonts
raft snavo and fnr i time his lite was '
usuwere received by the happy pair. Todespaired of. Ha is better now, how a correspondent in Rome and ljle
will
morrow Mr. and Mrs. Chavez
..
ever. This is the third serious case oi ally cables advices of this character WEDDING AT CATHEDRAL
are sent
official
notices
home
the
MORNING.
Cerro.
whereas
at
their
THIS
for
leave
in
this
f'aat
section
rattlesnake
bite
X
Santa Fe, X. M., Aug. 7.
X
by mail.
summer.
The weather for New Mexico 3S
ThrM imnnrterl aarmenti Will be Silviano Chavez of Cerro Leads to the CUSTOMS COLLECrpR MUST
double
Do
money
to
you desire
your
X tonight and Tuesday is fair.
at co3t tomorrow at GoeheVa
Altar Miss Simona Rael
ANSWER SERIOUS CHARGES.
god
that
warmer in southeast portion to- - $ in a short time? If so, purchase
'3
block. ;;
Catron
of This City.
Agency,
Purchasing
from
JS hundred "acre farm two miles
X night.
Mr. Catron in Land Deal Under
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Plaza, under fence, and cultivation.
At nuptial mass t'nis morning in the
Washington, D. C, Aug. 7. Numerthe foreclosure of a mortgage the
C. F. Easley, Laughlin Block.
del Apache land grant bG- Cathedral, Vicar General Antonio ous charges which hrave been made
Bosque
J.
T.
Miss A. Mugler has Just received
Headquarters at Santa Fe
tween San Antonio and San Marcial, Fourchegu, officiated at the marriage against Robert F. Dowe, collector
her first line of fall millinery.
Sawyer of Albuquerque, who nas purMiss Simona Rael, daughter of Mr.
f
of the grant and some
Eagle Pass, Texas, will be
consisting
Fruit Jars and Fruit Jar Rings at chased from, the Ramon Land and 000 acres of land in
the American val-- and Mrs. Guadalupe Rael of Canon reviewed by President Taft .
timof
acres
Goebels.
Lumber Company 32,000
ley in Socorro county, were sold to Road, members of an old and leading , Daring the Mexican revolution, repSame old Price, 10 and 15c, all ber on the Ramon Vigil grant, 20 miies the Fidelity Trust Company of Kan- - family of Santa Fe, to Silviano Chavez resentatives of the Madero faction,
west of Santa Fe, will make his head- sas City as trustee by Hon. H. M. j of Cerro, Taos county, son of Mr. and charged that Dowe was partial to the
good pictures at the Elks tonight.
Ice Cream on Sunday at Capital quarters in Santa Fe. Two mills will Dougherty as master in chancery. The Mrs. M. P. Chavez, a prominent mer-tot- Diaz government in enforcing the neuCity Dairy. Milk and cream always be operated on the grant and at
indebtedness for which the chant of northern New Mexico. The trality laws. Several of his seizures
on And. Phone Black 1SS.
land was sold amounted to a little.! wedding was a very beautiful and Un- of arms and ammunition were critiDay Tues less than $750000 and the property nressive one.
The bride appeared cized and other charges were made.
Cut the Weeds There is a great va
Monday is Abstinence
of
the
is
assumption
the
feast
that
of
day
pasture
especially
brought $150000. The principal bond lovely in a dress of white satin and
them,
riety
of the Blessed Virgin, a day of obli- holders for whose benefit the property carried a shower boqiet of white JOHN W. GATES HAS
ground near the court house.
CHANCE FOR RECOVERY.
y
FOR SALE A lot of kindling. Very gation in the Catholic church, next wa8 ,soid are .J. J. Swoffard, Charles rogS. She was attended by Mrs.
Is a day of abstinence and h. Stoll, Henry Smith and T. B. Cat-- cisquita Herrera .de Alarld,
reasonable. Apply Mrs. Dudrow, 228
while
meat
ron 0f tnis city. The property waSHenry Alarld was best man.
the faithful will abstain from
Vicar (By Special Leased Wire to New slexlcan)
Agua Fria street.
Paris,- Aug. 7. Those attending
The serv- - purchased by the Fidelity Tfist Com.jGneral
sa- at all meals on that day.
f
an earn-ice- s John
Fourcnegu
Saloon Robbed Shield's
poached
W. Gates reported today that the
will
15
bondholders.
the
the
Cathedral
at
for
trustee
as
August
pany
est aermon on tne sacredness ot the
loon at Belen, Valencia couity, was
6 a. m. and 9:30.a. m.
The Day was a big One Shoes,) marriage vow the dutles of hnabilM financier had bad a good night and
robbed of $40 in cash and several be
that his general condition was unFibro- - well John Pflueger did sell some shoes,
Sister Fibronia Dead-Si- ster
,am.
md w,fe tQ each otner and ,0
flasks of whiskey.
changed.
Yesterday the physicians
mure
awucuu
on
douks
ai
uieu
nia
ijuieuu
saiuruay.
yesieraay
ily, the wisdom of soonety, industry were more hopeful of recovery, as Mr.
Farmer Drowned A. J. H. 011r, a after a lingering
illness. Details of that you will not again see.
forbearance and the Christian virtues Gates continued able to take nourishfarmer aged 37 years, at Lake Arthur, !her career as a teacher in the well
Country Store The country store
Cnaves county, fell into a pumpnig known order of the Sisters of Loretto at the pjaza Fete on Thursday even- - and counseled faith to the religion of ment, though his general condition
.
,
the fathers. A recep:',o?i is being was weak and the heart action still
s t
could, not be ascertained today as the ing 0f- this week Will, undoubtedly held
ljt ana was urowueu.j
today at the home of the bride's caused anxiety.
Down and Out According to the Al Sisters are in a retreat. Undertakers nrove- a ereat attraction. The variety
of
was
Chaves
are
E.
V.
and
in
j
be
charge
will
sale
great
buquerque Journal,
of artjcies 0n
Mulligan and Rising
arrested in the Duke City last nint the funeral arrangements.
will go at popular prices. j V ?1
they
for being drunk and tiown and out.
Notice to ' Auto Drivers owners
Masonic Meeting A regular meet
DC AC SEPARATE COLORS, ANY QUANTITY.
Wedding License A marriage li and all others. That great race pic- ing of the Monte2uma Lodge, No. 1,
U
i grow only the best and
varicense was taken out today by Manuel ture taken at Indianapolis, May 30th A. F. & M. Tyill.be held this evening.
No
Martinez of "Santa fFej iged 19, and will be shown at tne Elks Theater toand
Recorded
are
now.
fine
such
Peas
eties,
have
especially
they
Hightest .Temperature
oi morrow night, Tuesday Aug. 8th. The highest temperature recorded
Miss Margarita jnave agea
heretofore been shown in Santa Fe.
Lamy.
Prices, 10 and 15c.
since July l,was the maximum .yes
ORIENTAL POPPY PLANTS
3 imported garmeritrwlll. be sold
Donations for Country Stores-D- o
terday 83 degrees, making tne eigntn
Now is the time to transplant 'this gorgeous flower. My
at cost tomorrow at Goebel's. Pur- nations for the country store in con- - consecutive day on which the maxl- nection with the Plaza fete, sohuld te mum reacnd the eighties. The mini-sen- t
chasing a fancy Catron block.
poppy plants are right and will grow and bloom the coming
season. 20 cents each ; $1.50 per dozen.
to the library Tuesday, tomorrow, mum yesterday was 53 degree and on
Tonight's program . at the Elks,
"The Love of Summer Morn," "The or not later than 10 o'clock Wednes- - Saturday 48 degrees. Both Saturday
JAMES McCONVERY, 415 Palace Ave.
Phone, Black 204.
Changing of Silas Warner," "Van Bib- day morning. Tne members of the Qnd
the relative humidity was
ber's Experiment." Prices 10 and 15c. committee in charge are requested to only 18
cent) the lowest thus far
Bitten by a Rattle Snake J. F. be at the library by 10 Wednesday recorQeu this summer. June 25, was
Mrs.
Palen, chairman; the only day waraler than yesterday
morning.
Mrs. Garrett, Mrs. Bishop, Mrs. Win- - for on that day a maximum of 84 deanu Miss Atkinson,
ter, Mrs. Herroun
ea wag rCorded. SUU warmer
92.. ..Phone.. .,92
'
! committee.'
weather is predicted for tomorrow.
The Changing of Silas Warner, a j Excursion to Albuquerque
It 135
MARKET vitagraph drama well worth seeing, j subscriptions at $3.00.
each canbe Bj
elt's at the Elks tonight.
curd( an. excursion train will be run
f
Who is Correct? l here is some Dy the ganta
to Albuquerque jiext i
or remodel this season? If so, Jet us advise you
discussion in ecclesiastical circles as Sunday. Subscrintlon lists for the
8th, tickets are open at the drug stores and
to whether or not December
regarding your plumbing equipment. It is one of
feast of the Immaculate Conception DarDer snops.
j
the most important elements of
of
a
holiday
obligation.
still remains
Special Rate for Scottish Rite Re-- !
the home, and should receive
According to America, the Noted Jes- union City Agent H. S. Lutz of the;
uit organ, published once a week in Santa Fe announces a special rate of j
careful consideration.
New York, this day remains one of nna Qnrl niu flf.h fgroa frnm all nnlnta
Bathrooms which we have
oongauon nt.e iew
ln New Mexico to Santa Fe on August
.aauiiipLiuu,
uay, reasi ui luc21 and 22, for the Scottish Rite Mas- installed
are giving their owners
accordBut
Saints, and Christmas.
onic reunion.
me
a
uy
receiveu
to
caDiegram
92...Phone....92
ing
Ladies, attention Nathan Salmon
Plumbing Fixtures and our exhas good news for you..' Read tne advertisement on page eight. It sure
pert workmen never fail to give
satisfaction. Illustrated literawill, interest you to know that this
progressive store has solved the gar
ture always on 'hand.
ment question for. you. Your Inspec'
tion is earnestly solicited.
'FOR SALE BY
Born To Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Kidder of Nantucket, Mass., at 3 p. m. on
CLARENDON GARDENS.
Phone 12. SANTA FE, N. M.
Wednesday, August 2, 1911, a boy, AlMl
fred Kidder 2nd. Both mother and
babe are doing well. This news will
,

;

v

tup

no. 4 Andrews "Cash" no.
MARKET

AND

BAKERY

GROCERY

EVERYTHING. THERE IS TO EAT.

and Fancy, Imported and Domestic.
MEATSPork, Veal, Lamb, Beef ,. Mutton, Sausage, Fish and

GROCERIES-Stap-

le

Home-DressHens.
BAKERY Bread, Pies, Cakes, Doughnuts, Cream Puffs, Coffee Cake, Buns, Rolls, Etc.
WATERMELONS AND CANTALOUPES.
VEGETABLES Celery, Egg Plant, Cauliflower, Cabbage, Onions, Radishes, Lettuce, Green Chile, Bell Peppers, TurnParsley, Garlic, Cucumbers,
ips, Beets, Carrots, Tomatoes,
Home-Grow- n
Corn.
Squash, Spup Bunches and
ed
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F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

Phone No. 4.

ANGUST 7, 1911.
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Cut-Of-
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Turquoise, Laveliers,

Amethysts, Opals,
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EXQUISITE DESIGNS
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up-to-d- ate
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GOLD AND SILVER;

ve Trcommer.4
Wallham Watches
because we lielieve them to he the
Lest. Our stock oilers a wide as-

FILIGREE

sortment of

Waltham Watches

Come in and talk watch with us. It will
not obligate buying and it may profit you
We will explain whit constitutes
much.
a i;oua

"It's

Time You Owned

pr

S.

a Waltham?

will show you the exqui-t;iel- y
thin model Wakhams uf
the Colonial
Series
and will
name tbe Walthara movement
Lest suited to your require
saeuts.
)'e

SPITZ,
The Jeweler

.

Are You Going
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August 1st

For Rent

August .5th

to Build

w

The Place to Order
Your

I

,

MEATS

6 Room House, Furnished or Not.
116 College Street.

TO

For Rent

5 Room House, Johnson Street, with Bath and

Range.

;f

Furnished or Not.

DAVID LOWITZKI

Hi

perfect service.
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Cut FlowersAII Varieties
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Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.
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MADE TO MEASURE SUITS, COATS AND SKIRTS

w

'E ANNOUNCE a Grand Introductory Sale made to measure Suits, Coats and Skirts to cele
brate diii third season as exclusive representatives of the American Ladies9 Tailoring Co.

re
We must quickly introduce this marvelous
service to the ladieslof
this city. It is to our interest to prove in an impressive, positive, certain way the advantages we
offer in supplying you your fall suit or single garment, made to your own measure. Therefore, we
offer you extraordinary inducements.

of Chicago.

made-to-measu-

:

WE GUARANTEE YOU
WE
SATISFACTION.
WILL FILL YOUR OR
DERIN 10 DAYS. EVERYTHING NOW READY

:

: : : :

:

WE HAVE FOR YOUR IMMEDIATE INSPECTION

the AMERICAN LADIES' TAILORING CO.'S
GRAND PORTIFOLIO OF FASHION AND FABRIC. We show their complete line of handsome mater-- "
ials 180 of them and we show their rich fashion plates of all the new styles. We are now in readiness to
serve our patrons and all who are interested in this perfect
tailoring as they never have
been served. Our showing is, distinctly a style and smart dress event. It will engage the attention of crit-c- al
women, for it brings to this city advantages in buying suits or single coats and skirts such as have been
available in only Chicago and New York at far greater prices. Put off all arrangements for Fall buying
"
until you see us.
"V
made-to-measu-

re

1

.

"We Invite and Urge Every Woman to Call."

Sao Fraiicisco St.

